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ABSTRACT
Premarital and Couple Counseling with Co-SEE:
Couples' Self-awareness Exploration and Evaluation
February, 1981
F. Peter Sabey, B.A. Amherst College
M.Div., Union Theological Seminary (N.Y.C.)
Th.M., Princeton Theological Seminary
Ed . D.
,
University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Simon Keochakian
As the state of marriage in America deteriorates, an
initially enthusiastic clergy response to the possibilities of
using premarital counseling (pmc) as a form of primary prevention
has given way to disillusionment. Tests, instruments, books and
manuals have proved ineffective or rapidly obsolete. Most are
oriented toward testing, scores, and prediction. A survey of the
vast literature on couple counseling revealed the absence of a
research front, a paucity of work on pmc, and nothing directly
comparable to Co-SEE (Couples* Self-awareness Exploration and
Evaluation) which would enable clergy/ counselors to deal with the
dynamics of a couple's relationship with the same directness and
penetration in a non- threatening atmosphere.
Co-SEE is a structured interview process which is
idiographic rather than nomothetic. There are no norms or
viii
scores, and the absence of a test atmosphere frees the process to
deal directly with the dynamics of the couple's relationship as
they look together at (co-see) data uniquely generated by
themselves as two separate individuals who have created a new
entity, their relationship. The written responses by the couple
provide an objective springboard for dealing with the
subjectivity of the couple relationship. Oral administration of
the 25 sentence completion stems requires about one-half hour,
but it permits observation and recording of affect as the couple
write their response to each item.
This first field test of Co-SEE compared Co-SEE with the
McDonald Marriage Expectation Inven tory (1 972) and with a Control
Group, who continued to use their accustomed method of pmc. It
also compared Cb-SEE when taught to clergy in a workshop with
Co-SEE delivered by mail with minimal instructions. These four
treatments were compared by means of specially designed Pre- and
Post-Counseling Questionnaires to measure attitudes toward pmc
for both clergy and couples. Data from these questionnaires were
subjected to an analysis of variance testing five hypotheses
relating to (1) couples' enhanced communication, (2) greater
clergy self-confidence, (3) clergy willingness to spend more time
on pmc, (4) greater general satisfaction by couples, and (5) an
estimate of greater openness by couples to seeking third person
help in their marriage before reaching a serious crisis. In
ix
addition, increases and decreases in actual time spent by clergy
on pmc were measured and compared for the four treatments. An
anova was done on an additional subscale that measured clergy
preference for one method over the others.
Some significant differences were found for all but the
first hypothesis. Clergy using Co-SEE showed greater
^"Confidence and a significant increase in actual time spent
on pmc in comparison with the Control Group. Couples counseled
with Co-SEE showed greater overall satisfaction with their pmc
than couples counseled with the McDonald MEI. Co-SEE couples
expressed a greater openness toward seeking third person help in
their marriage before it reaches a crisis. Clergy showed a
marked preference for Co-SEE over the McDonald MEI. This first
field test appears to confirm the value of Co-SEE as a method
attractive to couples and welcomed by clergy as an effective pmc
methodology.
Future research would involve a larger sample, further
refinement of the Clergy and Couple Pre- and Post-Q's, testing
with more conservative clergy and in different geographic areas,
and with different ethnic groups. (This study dealt mostly with
United Church of Christ clergy from Massachusetts.) Ideally an
extensive longitudinal study would be employed to determine
whether, in fact, couples counseled with Co-SEE exhibit greater
openness to use of a third person in solving marital problems
before they reach crisis proportions or long-term stalemate.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Definition of Co
-
SEE
Co-SEE is a dynamic, structured-interview process,
idiographic rather than nomothetic (Allport, 19M2), for guiding
couples (premarital or married, pr e-cohabiting or cohabiting) in
a rapid, comprehensive inventory of individual personality traits
and level of maturity. A similar and simultaneous inventory is
made of the content and maturity of the couple's relationship.
By looking together at (co-seeing) self-generated data and the
accompanying dynamics, opportunities are created for immediate
identification of problem areas and for the learning of
communication skills where necessary. Third-person counseling
intervention in problon areas identified by the couple and in
areas not apparent to the couple are a major part of the process,
but the central focus always remains on the interaction of the
couple
.
The primary emphasis is not on diagnosis of problems or
prediction of "success" or "happiness." Rather, it is to
ascertain the presence of, facilitate, or teach vhere necessary
the communication and problem-solving skills needed by the couple
to develop and maintain growth in the relationship. An expected
outcome, not limited to Co-SEE but implicit in any successful
1
2premarital counseling (pmc), is the preparation of the couple
both cognitively and affectively for early (pre-crisis)
utilization of a third person in later intimate problem-solving
situations. Although less verifiable than the other hypotheses
in this dissertation, the last one, which states that there will
be greater openness to use of a third person on the part of
couples counseled with Cb-SEE (Cf. Shonick, 1975; Elkin, 1977)
may be the most important. The cited studies by Shonick and
Elkin provide evidence that this has indeed been the case with
couples under age 18 in Los Angeles, despite the legally mandated
character of the pmc.
Overview
The above definition of a new methodology for pmc has been
provided at the outset to indicate to the reader what it is that
is being studied. The primary focus of this dissertation is the
first field test of Co-SEE by clergy in their natural (i.e.,
parish) situation. The author originally devised the method
under the press of urgent need to assess a particular couple's
readiness for marriage. A maximum of two hours was available.
Through an awareness of Jung’s experiments in word association,
the idea of using sentence completions evolved. Fourteen
sentence completion items were spontaneously generated by the
author as he sat across a table from the couple. The items were
3given to the couple one st a time orally. As the couple wrote
their brief, spontaneous responses, the author noted down the
items as they were generated and presented to the couple. The
ensuing process of "co-seeing” proved more successful than
expected. The couple was more transparent to the author than
most couples had been using much more extended methods. The
couple also expressed great satisfaction with the process. So
began four years of experimentation and elaboration, culminating
in 1974 with the arrival of Co-SEE in approximately its present,
25 item form. By this time the author had used Co-SEE with over
100 couples with considerable satisfaction and had shared the
method with a small number of fellow clergy who also responded
with enthusiasm. The time seemed ripe, therefore, to subject the
method to wider use- testing and to attempt to measure its
effectiveness in contrast to other methods most current among
parish clergy.
Acknowledgement is made of the difficulty of researching
validly something designed to help persons be helpful to persons.
The many levels of hunan complexity and uniqueness contained in
the mix of couple and pastor-counselor-researcher present a
classic conflict between the demands of research and the ethics
of helping. The author has had to wrestle with a conflict
between attempting to research the material at a level of
abstraction usually associated with scientific research and, on
4the other hand, to accept the limitations of naturalistic
action-research wherein the quest for too deep a level of
verification might become a heavy additional intrusion into a
living system. The intervention then becomes itself an input to
be researched ( Cf . Webb et al
. , 1966). This writer takes the
stance that there is enough obvious unhappiness in American
marriages (e.g., Westoff, 1975) to merit an immediate response
without waiting for the last word from the laboratory. In other
words, this study has attempted to find a sane and sensible
balance between use of a controlled experimental and a
naturalistic approach. Acknowledgement is made in advance that
this has led to a research design that is not as rigourous as
called for in the strictest canons of social science research.
On the other hand, this writer’s past and on-going
experience as parish and campus minister leads him to believe
that many clergy are now so intimidated by the scientific
armamentarium of social science and the mystification of
psychology and psychoanalysis that they have withdrawn from
intervention. This project seeks to restore to clergy competence
to intervene at a critical life-point to which they have unique
access, the formation of the marital dyad.
Cn the subject of pmc, little has been written in comparison
with the plethora of material on marriage counseling and therapy.
This disparity will be discussed in Chapter II. The basic design
5to be eleborated in Chapter III is to sample alternative methods
of pmc by setting up four Treatment Groups which will be compared
through Pre- and Post-Questionnaires, both for the couples
receiving the pmc and the clergy doing it. These comparisons
will be subjected to an analysis of variance to determine whether
clergy and couples feel greater satisfaction and, in the case of
clergy, greater self-confidence using Co-SEE rather than other
methods. If clergy feel some greater measure of satisfaction
using Co-SEE than an alternate method or no method (i.e.,
unstructured interview or use of marriage service to provide a
didactic structure)
,
and if couples consistently report greater
satisfaction with the pmc received with Co-SEE, then Co-SEE will
have found enough support to justify further use-testing even if
the statistical values are diminished by inadequate
identification and control of variables characteristic of
exploratory research.
Statement of the Problan
Although clergy are society’ s " gatekeepers" for couples
about to begin the demanding process of forming a new family,
many of them feel ill-equipped to play that role except in its
narrowest ecclesiastical sense of helping the couple plan their
wedding. The vast majority of practicing clergy have not had
much, if any. Clinical Pastoral Education (Hiltner, 1975b) and
6few have ever been exposed to the large body of literature on
theories of mate-selection (Knox, 1975; Rubin, 1973; Rutledge,
1966; Winch, 1958). Moreover, the majority of clergy have become
discouraged about the value of investing large amounts of time in
pmc on the ground that "you can't teach them how to be married."
This was the finding of the author's preliminary research
questionnaire (Sabey, 1975), and continues to be the overwhelming
majority stance as one talks with fellow clergy. (The author did
a workshop for clergy in June of 1979. The attitudes expressed
were entirely consistent with the findings of the 1974
Questionnaire
.
)
Most of the clergy recognize that marriage as an
institution in our culture is in deep trouble (Cf.Hiltner, 1975a;
Nease, 1973; N.Y. Times, 1973; To Love and to Cherish , 1970a;
Burgess et al
. , 1963). and that divorce is rampant ( Cf . Westoff,
1975; J. FAM. COUNS., 1974; Mazur, 1973; Rheinstein, 1972; Mine,
1972). For example, in 1976 more than 2,000,000 adults and over
1,000,000 children were affected by divorce, representing, in one
year alone, 1.5 percent of the total United States population
(Bloom et al
. ,
in Levinger and Moles, 1979). If one looks at the
problem in terms of primary prevention, marital disruption
correlates highly with mental illness and hospitalization, motor
vehicle accidents, illness and loss of work-time, alcoholism,
suicide, death by homicide, and mortality from various diseases.
7According to Eloom et al
.
(in Levinger and Moles, 1979 ) the
social costs are enormous:
The evidence overwhelmingly supports the
hypothesis that separation and divorce are
stressors of the first magnitude. Any community
interested in improving the well-being of its
citizens would be well advised to examine the
social and psychological costs of marital
disruption and to examine ways of reducing such
costs ( p .200)
.
Nothing could express more clearly the need for effective pmc.
Despite the clear evidence of the importance of early
intervention in dyadic relationship formation (Levinger and
Nbles, 1979; Weiss, 1975; Sharrock, 1970; Lederer and Jackson,
1968; Laing et al
. , 1966), despite the abundance of popular
writing about marriage and sexuality, most researchers perceive
couples stumbling unconsciously into the ostensible lifetime
commitment of marriage with little assistance from anyone
(Westoff, 1975; Sabey, 1975; Benson, 1971; Rutledge, 1966; Udry,
1966; Winch, 1958). Cn the contrary. clergy are sometimes
perceived as part of the problan, as in Patterson ' s social
context theory (NIMH, 161526, n.d.) and Benson’ s ( 1 971
)
"family
precariousness theory" which describes the way couples and clergy
are seduced into elaborate wedding planning rather than serious
consideration of the relationship. Brill (1 967) makes a similar
point in his description of marriage as a "dying" institution.
Another impediment to adequate pmc is the authoritarian reaction
8by some clergy to couples who are insufficiently "religious." Ey
refusing to officiate, they drive the couple away from the church
(Sabey, 1975; Benson, 1971). Perhaps the most persuasive
argument in favor of better pmc is the evidence (Sabey, 1975 ; To
To Cherish
, 19703) that many clergy report spending half
of all their counseling time doing marriage counseling. This has
given rise to some valuable responses, such as the widespread
Marriage Ehcounter movement and the more sophisticated marriage
enrichment work associated especially with David Mace ( 1 975,
1978, 1979). None of these, however, can take the place of
primary prevention as represented by pmc (Elkin, 1977; Sauber,
197^; Gurman
, 1973; Mason, 1973; Glendenning and Wilson, 1972;
Benson, 1971 ; To Love and To Cherish , 1970b) .
Despite, or perhaps because of, all that data, clergy remain
discouraged about the futility of preventing unsatisfactory
pairings ( Cf
.
Shonick, 1975; O'Neill and O'Neill, 1972; Guldner,
1971; Lederer and Jackson, 1968). Only rarely does pmc deflect a
couple from going ahead with wedding plans, no matter how
inappropriate the match may appear to the officiating
clergyperson . What is missed in all the clergy inattention to
pmc is the value of inducting a couple into the process of
working with a third person on an intimate level before they are
in a crisis or "failure" situation. As stated at the outset in
defining Co-SEE, as a pmc methodology, Co-SEE has been developed
9with particular emphasis on this outcome. Even if all or most
clergy were extensively trained as marriage counselors or marital
therapists, the caseload would be overwhelming and the human
suffering unnecessary. But so long as only a minority of clergy
receive the kind of clinical training needed to do extensive
repair of badly damaged relationships, the author believes that
many clergy will welcome a new approach that enables them to
"begin at the other end" (Roy and Roy, 1968), spending more time
in primary rather than secondary prevention.
Some General Theoretical Considerations
Because Co-SEE is administered dynamically ( i .e
. ,
each item
is given aloud to the couple for an immediate, spontaneous
written response, each of which is subsequently co-seen with the
partner and the counselor)
,
the process could be described as a
relatively unstructured form of role-playing. It therefore could
be described as a "portable laboratory" without arguing for the
predictive reliability implied in that phrase; objective measure
is not desired in the actual practice of pmc. However, from this
author's observation, the premarital interview using (k)-SEE is a
'real-life' situation. That is, induced conflict, problem
solving, decision making, value clarification, and planning are
closely representative of outside, real-world behavior, despite
Because of the brevity of mostthe presence of a third person.
10
ptnc compared with marital or other kinds of therapies (Shonick,
1975; Sabey, 1975; Fairchild, 1959), rapid induction into genuine
personal and interpersonal dynamics is essential to success.
The psychological sources from which this dissertation
draws its theoretical background is broadly eclectic, drawing on
Freud's discovery of the unconscious and the psychoanalytic
method (Eenedek, 1973); Jung's experiments with word-association
(1 904), and the projective techniques that have followed,
particularly sentence completion (Watson, 1978; etc. See below)
as well as his work on the anima and animus
.
Marriage as £
Psychological Relationship " (in Campbell, 1971); the
client-centered approach of Rogers (1971) which is the
overwhelming favorite among counseling methods adopted by clergy
(Hiltner, 1975b); the interactional psychology, or social
phenomenology, of R.D. Laing ( 1 966) and his followers, especially
Satir (1 967); the brilliant syntheses of psychology and religion
of Keen (1 970) and Hiltner (1 958, etc.); the trenchant immediacy
of Gestalt therapy (Stevens, 1971; Fagan and Shepherd, 1970;
Peris, 1969); and the courageous and pioneering synthesis by
Phipps ( 1 970, 1973) of sexuality with biblical, ecclesiological
,
and literary studies.
Co-SEE derives from a particular projective method,
sentence completion, which has been widely used, extensively
researched, and for which there is a large body of literature
(Watson, 1978; Wiseman and Aron, 1970; Carr, I960). The 25 items
of (b-SEE are designed to take a couple through a fairly complete
inventory of the components of a couple relationship. As with
any projective method, the items have the potential to tap deep,
unconscious levels. Thus, a frequent comment elicited by review
of a particular written response on Co-SEE is, •' I don't know why
I said that." Experience suggests that the danger of excessive
self-disclosure followed by anger or confusion is monitored by
the normal defenses of the individual. Even though the
spontaneous projective style of Co-SEE may temporarily by-pass
these defenses, the response to unwelcome further probing by
either the counselor or the partner is, typically, something like
"I just don't have any idea why I said that," (with strong
accompanying affect indicating that the subject is to be
dropped)
.
Obviously the pastor/ counsel or must use some discretion in
probing potentially disturbing or relationship-disrupting
responses, just as s/he must be prepared to intervene if the
other partner is disturbed by an unconscious revelation which the
revealer then refuses to examine further. The dynamic of the
couple at this point may reveal a basic strength or weakness in
the relationship. Any conflict that ensues on this type of
unwanted self-disclosure, however painful or disruptive at the
moment, may be more valuable to the couple in the long term than
12
absence of conflict and concealment of a deeply held but
potentially destructive feeling or attitude (Lederer and Jackson.
1968).
An outcome of the sentence completion method of Co-SEE,
more likely than the risks described in the foregoing discussion,
is assistance to the couple in articulating material that is not
so much unconscious' as merely below the threshold of conscious
attitude or immediate recall. Thus by pulling out an exposed
thread, a considerable bloc of consciously held attitude or
opinion (material that might otherwise remain unarticulated by
one or the other partner because of fear of upsetting the
apparently sound relationship or because of insufficiently
developed trust in the pastor/ counselor) may by be elicited with
minimum defensiveness ( Cf
.
Wiseman and Aron, 1970).
If Co-SEE were designed as a predictive instrument,
serious attention would have to be given to Hooker's argument (in
Carr, I960) that projective methods as predictors of overt
behavior remain problematical. One of the reasons why this is
so is contained in Forer's finding (in Carr, I960) that sentence
completion stems are not equivalent stimuli to social situations,
although he concedes that they may be more precise reflections of
social interaction than another projective device in common use,
the Rorschach Ink Blot Te st . It is precisely this gap that
Co-SEE attempts to bridge by using the stimulus sentence stem to
13
structure the dynamic dyad interaction in the presence of a third
person. Admittedly still at one level removed from life as
lived, it does provide a laboratory of real verbal and behavioral
exchange between the partners (Watson, 1978).
Personal ity Theory In Relation To Couple Counseling
Since pmc deals with two individuals in relationship, the
author"s premises about personality are here made explicit. They
can be succinctly sunmed up, although hardly encompassed, by the
term 'holistic,'* especially as that implies the biblical concept
of nephesh (Genesis 2:7, usually translated "living soul"). The
same concept is also expressed in New Testament Greek with the
word ps yc he (meaning not merely "mind" or "soul" but the
totality of the Person). Holism in modern psychology is
associated particularly with the thought of Angyal and Adler
(Hinsie and Campbell, 1970) and Rogers (1961) and implies, for
this writer, purposiveness, integratedness, a drive toward growth
and a natural homeostatic process driving toward health. The
autonomy of each individual is affirmed (Fromm, 1956) but also
subsumed under the wide sovereignty of God, the "Ground of being
(Tillich, 1951).
There is no agreonent among practitioners of marriage and
family counseling whether the primary locus of work is two
individuals in need of therapy or whether the relationship as an
1^4
entity is the primary locus (Nichols, 1973). The issue is
relevant to pmc as well. In the design of (i)-SEE, a middle
position is assumed. On the one hand, each member of the dyad is
encountered and encouraged to think of his/her self as a growing,
autonomous individual, rather than losing or submerging self in
the dyad. Oi the other hand, Co-SEE uses the separate and
autonomously produced written responses to focus on the
relationship as an entity, almost as if it were a third person
created between the couple. In these terms, one might
justifiably describe the relationship as the couple's first
child
.
The correctness of treating dyad behavior as an entity
distinct from separate individual behaviors is supported by
Levinger's (196M) finding of differences in expressed needs on
the Edward s Personal Preference Schedule for autonomy vs.
nurturance, succorance, and affiliation ( Cf
.
Schilling, 1975).
The order of the items in Co-SEE directs the couple toward
self-focus before inviting them to look at their relationship.
Why Co-SEE?
Essential ity of Communication . Ihe "primary emphasis" of Co-SEE
as defined at the beginning of this chapter "is to ascertain the
presence of, facilitate, or teach where necessary the
communication and problem-solving skills needed by the couple to
develop and maintain growth in the relationship." Although
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methods for achieving commmun ication and even definitions of
optimum levels or styles of communication differ, there is a
preponderance of evidence that, in the form of marriage generally
practiced in the United States, the "companionship” model
(Burgess, Locke, and Thornes, 1963), rather than the
"traditional-patriarchal" model (Nease, 1973), communication is
the single sine qua non of whatever definition of "success" or
"happiness" is postulated (Bienvenu, 1975, 1969; Mace, 1974;
Rogers, 1972; Henderson and Wiggins, 1970; Levinger and Senn,
1967; Navran, 1967; Burgess et al
. , 1963; Locke and Wallace,
1959; Locke and Williamson, 1958; Otto, 1955).
This study assumes the correctness of that consensus. Not
within the purview of this study is the examination of important
but peripheral issues such as class bias concerning the need for
communication (Nease, 1973; Komarovsky, 1962) and the question of
the influence of sex ( i .e
. ,
the predominance of male clergy) on
the process of pmc ( Cf . Mezydlo, 1973, NIMH 159630; Stephan,
n.d., NIMH 110325; Hyman, 1954). A more serious ethical
consideration arises out of warnings about the potential hazards
of communication (Johnson, in Riorris, 1965) in contrast to
valuation of total "transparency" (Ulanov, 1975a; Jourard, 1964)
and the even more disturbing ethical problon of coerced
communication (Szasz, 1974; Sonne, 1974; Kremer , 1973). The
viewpoint of the author, and the intent of Co-SEE, is to allow
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for a considerable degree of transparency between partners while
leaving in place the necessary defenses of the individual. The
degree to vrtiich disclosure might ever turn out to be forced
depends, of course, on the maturity and sensitivity of the
counselor. This would be true under any circunstances
,
regardless of the counseling methodology being employed.
A related issue is the negative influence of psychoanalytic
and social casework methodology (at least old styles thereof) on
clergy approaches to conjoint counseling with couples. Despite
some lag in clergy awareness of the subject, the overwhelming
evidence seems to this writer to support the conjoint approach
which is fundamental to Co-SEE (Nadelson et al
. , 1975; Kugel,
197 ^; Mason, 1973; Alger, in Rosenbaum and Alger, 1968; Shostrom,
1967; Adams, in Silverman, 1972; Bell, 1967; Laing et al . , 1966;
Cookerly, 1973; Satir, 1964; Johnson, 1959).
Psychoanalytic theory as adapted to family and couples
therapy does, on the other hand, provide clergy who are familiar
with it an important conceptual tool with which to understand a
couple's collusion in non-communication or miscommunication
(Watzlawick, 1966; Laing et al . , 1966). Bjt , again, the problem
of collusion applies regardless of the pmc methodology and is not
in and of itself an argument either for or against the use of
Co-SEE.
CHAPTER II
SEARCH OF THE LITERATURE
Because pmc is part of couple counseling in general and
because the literature on couples is vast and diffuse, this
review of the literature begins with a brief statement of the
methodology of the search. This will be followed by discussion
of several aspects of the review:
1. The need for pmc.
2. A brief survey of the literature on marriage counseling and
therapy as they have application for pmc.
3 . The literature about pmc itself, including a section on pmc
as primary prevention.
4. A brief review of some of the current research on sentence
completion as that applies to pmc.
5. An extensive survey and discussion of the various instruments
designed for couple counseling, especially those designed
specifically for pmc.
Method of the Search . The search of the literature
specifically about pmc could have been laborious but for the
monixnental and thorough review of the literature from 1 920-1 971
that constituted the doctoral dissertation of Nease (1 973) under
the supervision of Prof. Seward Hiltner. Nease' s overall
conclusion was that the vast majority of books directed at clergy
concerning pmc were essentially worthless if not
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counter-productive. On the one hand they idealized marriage by
basing it on the emerging "companionship model” (Burgess, 1963),
which says more about rewards, pleasures, and self-fulfilment for
each individual than about duties or responsibilities, which are
stressed in the traditional "institutional" model. On the other
hand, they treated couples as "patients" (Nease, 1973,) by
emphasizing the couples' need to be diagnosed and, in effect,
healed or cured by the clergy in their paternalistic helper role,
which was modeled more according to a clinical than a pastoral
role.
Neases's low opinion of the literature was confirmed by
Prof. Hiltner in a personal communication and was quickly
confirmed by a sampling of the literature that Nease had studied.
This left a relatively small number of books to survey on the
subject of pmc. These were located through the card catalogs at
the University of Massachusetts, Amherst College, and anith
College. The card catalogs were also searched for the much more
extensive entries on "Marriage Counseling," etc. (sec. 2, below).
The ranainder of the literature specifically on pmc as
reflected in Psychological Abstracts , ERIC, and the computer
assisted searches done through NIMH and Bibliographic Retrieval
Services, Inc., verified by sampling Psychological Ab str acts and
Dissertation Abstracts, turned up surprisingly little material on
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pine. Other categories, therefore, that were surveyed in the
above-mentioned sources included entries for "Couples,”
"Marriage," "Marriage Counseling," "Courtship," "Mate Selection,"
"Marital," "Marital Iherapy," and "Sentence Completion/Incomplete
Sentences ."
Ihe computer-assisted search also was progranmed to do a
cross-correlation between "Premarital" and "Sentence Completion"
for the years 1966-Feb. 1979. Not a single entry was found,
confirming this author's own search which found only one journal
article describing an experimental sentence completion approach
to pmc (Inselberg, 1964) and nothing further in the subsequent
literature. Only one other instrument in any way similar to
Co-SEE was found, not in any journal but through the Family Life
Publications catalogue widely circulated among clergy interested
in counseling. That is the McDonald Marriage Expectation
Inventory (1972), vrtiich became part of the research as the
methodology assigned to the third Treatment Group (see chapter
3).
The reason for broadening the survey beyond the literature
specifically on pmc is threefold. First and most obvious is the
paucity of material, especially in the journals. The exception
to this is the apparently endless fascination with theories of
mate-selection (Benson, 1971), but the practical applications are
very limited. Secondly, the author felt that much could be
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learned about couple relationships which would have implications
for the practice of pmc, in the sense that some of the couple
pathology dealt with in marriage counseling and therapy might
suggest avenues for primary prevention. Toward that end, the
literature from 1970-1 979 concerning divorce and separation was
also sampled. The third reason for going beyond the strict
limitations of the literature on pmc is that some of the methods
used in dealing with troubled marriages might be found to be
adaptable to pmc; i .e
. ,
there might be similarities in technique,
if not in context, between pmc and the various post-marital
interventions. Although the discussion of these extensive bodies
of literature will be relatively brief, many of the references
throughout this dissertation come from the reading of these wider
fields rather than from the relatively sparse literature on pmc.
1. The need for pmc . That there is a need for pmc has
already been touched upon in Chapter I. The crisis in American
marriage is obvious in the statistics on the increase in divorce
(Rheinstein, 1972 ; Weiss, 1975 ; and Levinger and Moles, 1979 ).
Although Rheinstein' s statistics have been bypassed by the
further increase in the divorce rate, his book (written from a
legal rather than pastoral point of view) is especially valuable
in its depiction of the social costs of divorce, and its
recognition that broken marriages, rather than divorce ^er se
,
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are the problem. Rheinstein sees the need for primary prevention
as well as crisis intervention. His basic solution is to make
the legal aspects of the process of entering marriage more
difficult. At about the same time, Benson (1971) was making a
similar suggestion, urging the linkage of obtaining the license
with mandatory or near-mandatory pmc: "Ideally the couple would
have to make a decision not to have counseling (if that was their
preference) rather than the current pattern v^ere couples must
make a positive effort. .. ."(p. 165) . The Los Angeles County
experiment in requiring couples under age 18 to receive pmc
(Shonick, 1975; and Elkin, 1977) appears to be the first
practical and large-scale application of that idea, bringing
together the rigor of court enforced requirements with
flexibility in the sources and allowable definitions of pmc.
The need for pmc becomes dramatically clear if one looks at
the personal and social costs attendant upon each marital
separation and each divorce (Weiss, 1975; Levinger and Moles,
1979). The recognition of the need for pmc is seldom as clear as
in the writings of Rutledge (1 966) or Elkin (1 977). In fact,
this author finds it surprising how much of the literature on the
crisis in marriage fails to draw what seems an obvious conclusion
about the need for skillful and thorough pmc. That there is a
crisis calling for response seems to need no further
That pmc is a major part of the answer to thatdocunentation
.
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crisis is the viewpoint of this author in agreement with Otto
(1955), Rutledge (1966), Lederer and Jackson (1968), Mason
(1973), Shonick (1975), and Elkin (1 977). However, secondary
prevention (i.e., treatment of troubled marriages in counseling
and therapy) and tertiary prevention (i.e., rehabilitation of the
victims of marital breakup, again largely through individual,
couple, and family therapy) have been and continue to be the main
modes of treatment at the present time.
The only serious alternatives to pmc being offered are the
post-marital counseling advocated by Quldner (1971) and the
promotion of marriage enrichment advocated by Mace (195 8, 1979)
and Mace and Mace (1 973, 1978). In this author's perception,
these are not substitutes but appropriate sequelae to good pmc.
(Xjldner claims that couples are not receptive to pmc. From that
he draws the conclusion that clergy may as well omit it. He
bases that conclusion on the premise ( unfortirately , largely
correct) that the majority of clergy are not, at present, doing
serious pmc. The prophecy is self-fulfilling.
2. Marriage Counseling and Marital Therapy . Citing the
proliferation of psychological, sociological and anthropological
studies of the family, Benson (1971) writes: "Numerically,
contributions to family sociology have always ranked in the top
four of the twenty-four fields recognized by the American
Sociological Association Books and monographs on the subject
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run into tho tens of thousands. Scholarly papers and research
reports are published in such a steady stream that it is far
beyond the capacity of any one person to keep up vd.th them all"
(p.17). As Benson (1971) points out, there is a vast and growing
literature on the diagnosis and treatment of troubled marital
relationships, but the development of couple counseling and
therapy as a social science or field for systematic research has
simply failed to materialize. As (Goodman (1 973) finds after an
extensive survey of the field, much of the scholarly writing in
the field is characterized by "...failure to use previous studies
as a means of advancing knowledge through accretion, and it is
not possible to identify an active research front for the field"
(p. 111). She goes on to show that "56% of all articles are
anecdotal, 18% case study, 22% based on specific sample, and only
controlled study” (p. 113). (joodman (1 973) finds a plausible
explanation for this in the diffuse professional identities of
those who engage in and write about marriage and family
counseling: "The marrriage counseling papers are scattered
widely through the literature of related fields, including 63
different journals. Over the entire time period,
interdisciplinary journals (14 in all) carried 44% of the papers.
Social work, general medical, and psychiatric journals are
represented with 17% of the papers, respectively .. .the boundaries
of the field have not become specific” (p. 114). That there is
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not presently a science of marriage counseling or marital therapy
is clear. Whether there can ever be such a science is at least
open to serious doubt.
Goodman's study suggests the impossibility of an exhaustive
survey of so vast and undefined a body of literature.
Nevertheless, some of the many applications of the research on
marriage counseling and therapy to pmc may be worth stating
explicitly. Examples would include the perception of the couple
relationship as an entity apart fV*om each member of the dyad,
even while the individuality of each is kept in view (Satir,
1964; Alger, 1968); emphasis on the development of communication
and problem solving skills by the couple (Leary, 1957; Levinger
and Senn
, 1967; Knox, 1975); and the development of intimacy
through the constructive expression of anger (Bach, 1968; Charny,
1969; Kuten, 1974, 1975).
Another illustration would be the importance in marriage
counseling and marital therapy of impartiality on the part of the
couiselor. In the case of pmc this includes not only an absence
of bias for one of the partners, but also a degree of neutrality
toward the couple's intention of being married. This would be
analogous to the marriage/divorce counselor's neutrality toward
the question whether the marriage should be saved. Failure on
the p>art of many clergy to maintain this neutrality in their
premarital interactions with couples is a serious contributor to
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what Benson (1971) described as "social inevitability." A
couple, once having stated their intention to be married, are
"helped" to arrive at the altar with little exanination of the
wisdom of that match. Family attention is on the wedding
reception, invitations, clothing; clergy focus on the wedding
service; too little attention is devoted to exanining how the
relationship will fare over time.
A more elaborate and specific example of the applicability
of marriage therapy research to pmc comes from Raush’s typology
of interpersonal "orientations" (in Levinger and Raush, 1977).
This author was able to compare Co-SEE with that typology and
determine that the various items of Co-SEE fit neatly into
Raush' s categories of personal, interpersonal and societal. More
than most methodologies, Co-SEE incorporates these categories
dynamically by moving from focus on each individual, then to the
couple relationship, thence to their families of origin, sex role
definitions, etc. Throughout, the societal is also represented
by the presence of the clergyperson who, both as
participant-observer and as celebrant of the wedding, makes
explicit the public nature of this very private relationship.
The latter point also illustrates the unique opportunity clergy
have to enter into the couple relationship in a way that
psychological researchers and therapists usually cannot. The
clergyperson celebrates with the couple on two levels:
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celebrating the wedding and also celebrating with them and their
families and friends at the reception. Actually, this is all of
a piece if one understands the symbolic implications of Jesus'
miraculously turning water into wine at the wedding feast in
Cana. Thus, clergy can interact with couples on a human and
"light" level rather than as helper and authority figure. This,
as Nease (1973) points out, should predispxjse some couples to
seek out the minister for help later, even if they were not
extensively or thoroughly counseled.
In summary, most of the skills needed for marriage
counseling and marital therapy are useful also to the
practitioner of pmc, but the context of pmc is normally one of
hopeful expectancy and even euphoria on the part of the couple
rather than crisis and conflict. Diagnostic interventions that
might be welcomed from a marriage counselor by a couple in crisis
are likely to be met with resistance by a premarital couple.
Therefore, the clergy/ counselor needs to find a way to motivate
couples to look realistically at their relationship skills and to
utilize the experience of pmc as a preparation for the
unanticipated impasses of marriage. Third person help is often
needed to break these impasses. Typically couples are not
prepared to avail themselves of this help vhile it might still be
useful to them.
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3« The 1 iter atur e on proc and pr imary pr ev ention
.
Contemporary research interest in pmc appears to have begun with
Waller (1937) who studied dating preferences as a key to
understanding mate-selection criteria, G.V. Hamilton who is
credited by Bjrgess, Locke, and Thornes (1 963) with creating the
first marrigae prediction schedule, and Burgess (Burgess and
Cottrell, 1939) who became the best known pioneer in constructing
marriage prediction schedules. The highest level of interest in
pine as a subject for scientific investigation was during the
period fhom about 19^0 (Burgess, 1939; Locke, 1951; Locke and
Wallace, 195 9) through about 1968 (Rutledge, 1966; Lederer and
Jackson, 1968). According to Wood (Federal Covxicil of Churches,
cited by Nease, 1973) pme was only beginning to become a common
practice among clergy in 19^8. Wood enthusiastically describes
pmc as "one of the most striking developments in church life in
our time" (quoted by Nease, 1973, p.4). Wood saw pmc as offering
"a preventive emphasis in reference to marital failure" (Nease,
1973, pp.^-5). Nease describes the general tone of the pamphlet
as "one of optimism" (p. 5). By the time Nease wrote his massive
investigation of the literature directed at practitioners
(clergy), both systematic research and more importantly interest
and enthusiasm for the practice among clergy had declined
seriously.
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Among the reasons for this decline, this author would
suggest, is that clergy were discovering for themselves some of
the very liabilities Nease criticized in the current practice of
pmc, namely that it placed couples in the role of "patient,” and
that it tended to idealize and even romanticize the possibilities
of marriage, thereby colluding with the hedonism rampant in the
culture and setting couples up for disappointment and a greater
readiness to take the easy exit of divorce. In any case, many
clergy on their own appear to have arrived at Nease' s estimate of
much that was happpening in Protestant pmc: "counter-productive”
(Nease, 1973 ). Attempts by the more advanced clergy to utilize
the social science research that was producing the various
marriage success and happiness prediction scales were proving
avAcward in practice. With the passage of relatively short
periods of time, cultural change rendered many of these tests
obsolete, and those that required scoring were time consuning, if
not also mystifying and alienating to couples who resented being
tested to see if they could qualify for ecclesiatical approval of
their marriage. Although at the outset the tests gave clergy a
feeling of power and competence in dealing with couples, most
clergy quickly gave them up (Sabey, 1975 ).
This is not to say there is not still a burgeoning market
for such tests and instrunents, as the final section of this
chapter will show. However, this author's own research (Sabey,
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1975) indicates that the purchasers of these instruments usually
are disppointed and do not stay with them for long, the
exceptions being those of McHugh (1 968), Mine (1 972), and
McDonald (1972). These, along with a number of others, will be
critiqued in the next section.
The author read two doctoral dissertations in addition to
that of Nease (Otto, 1955; Mason, 1973). Both authors had
serious gaps in their review of the literature (e.g.. Mason's
unfamilarity with Lederer and Jackson, 1968). This, however is
also reflected in most of the other published books (e.g., Knox,
1975, which, despite its intended readership in the college
classroom shows no apparent awareness of the literature on
alternative lifestyles such as the O'Neill and O'Neill (1972)
book. Open Marriage , or Mazur ' s (1 973) The New Intim acy ) . These
gaps can partly be excused by Goodman's findings on the lack of a
"research front" (Goodman, 1973). Both dissertations present
their own pmc questionnaires as part of the author's program for
pmc. Apart from the obvious datedness (1955) of Otto's form
("Boy's name Girl's Name ", p. 96), there is a
psychological transparency in the questions that seriously
detracts from the instrument's usefulness. E.g.,
5. There is sometimes some difficulty in giving
up the comforts and dependence on one's immediate
family.
How We Feel About This: (There follows a
continuun); Not Our Feelings ... .Uneasy (^ite
Uneasy. . .Very Anxious.
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As with many of the instrunents to be discussed in the next
section, this one seems much too obvious in its attempts to
probe, falls under Nease's criticism of putting couples in a
"patient role" (Nease, 1973), and probably would elicit
resistance or "social desirability" types of responses. The
value of Otto's dissertation lies in its emphasis on
communication: "Work on the same materials at the same time by a
couple could stimulate communication in regard to goals, values
and expectations pertaining to marriage" (Otto, 1955, p. i) .
This would appear to point in the direction of something like
Co-SEE. Otto, however, moves in an opposite direction when he
states: "It had been found helpful for couples to work on the
materials privately so that they could talk to each other as
freely and as fully as they wanted to, wi thout the disturbing
influence of a third person " (Otto, 1955, p.125, emphasis added).
Although there would be unquestionable value in a couple
discussing any questionnaire that guides them systematically
through various aspects of their relationship, the blocks to
communication that already exist in the relationship are not
likely to disappear vrtiile the couple are by themselves.
Mason's (1 973) program is specifically aimed at campus
ministers, who are in the midst of a populaton which includes a
high proportion of persons vdio are in the process of moving
toward marriage. However, Mason's style is so full of moralism
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( Every couple... A Christian marriage and a Christian home”,
p.M4; "Every couple needs the counsel of a spiritual advisor in
helping them develop ways and means of deepening their devotional
and spiritual life as they begin their married life”, p.45) and
the proffered pmc ”kit" so full of outdated borrowings, that it
offers little of value to either researchers or practitioners.
Considering that the writer purchased a copy of this dissertation
from University Microfilms based on an abstract that made it
sound like the single most relevant piece of work, the quality of
work in this area can be evaluated fairly negatively, as Nease
(1 973) demonstrated.
One of the most popular books on pmc written for and used by
many clergy (Sabey, 1975) is The Intimate Marriage by Clinebell
and Clinebell (1 970). Ihe Qinebells strongly advocate pmc, but
they see it as primarily for a couple where "one or both parties
evidence a high degree of emotional immaturity. Such counseling
should be started as long as possible before the wedding and
should continue for whatever period is needed to stimulate the
maturing process” (p.109). Hie premise is precisely the one
decried by Nease (1 973) of putting the couple into the role of
patient. When the Qinebells list the goals of the engagement
period, they include what this author regards as a typical
example of the rapid cultural decay of most of the books and
instriments examined in this survey: "Solution of the problems
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in the feeling and expression of affection, including specific
preparation for sex life” (p.110). One has to hope that most
clergy today do not believe that sexuality begins after the
engagement
.
The Qinebells do not offer much specific wisdom on how the
parish minister is to go about meeting the couple's needs or even
how to motivate them to perceive them. Instead, they move on to
describe the second stage of marriage ("Wedding to First
Pregnancy") where they note, "In most cases it takes some time to
give up the defensive games of courtship and engagement, and to
move toward intimacy-enhancing openness" (p.110). Illustrative
of the frustrating mixture of psychological sophistication and
naivete or cultural backwardness that typifies so much of the
literature directed at clergy is the Clinebells' citation of the
complex developmental tasks of the early years of marriage:
emotional separation from own family, learning role of husband or
wife, and developing sense of identity as a family unit beyond
their separate identities. Apart from the probable sexist
implication of "learning the role of husband or wife," suggesting
a sharp sex-role differentiation more appropriate to the
"institutional" model than to the "companionship" model, these
are sensible descriptions of developmental tasks. They go on,
however, to conclude with a statement that could be interpreted
as an endorsement for couples to live together before marriage.
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but is not: "Most of the problems of marriage aren't really
problems until after the marriage actually begins. They have
little reality for the couple until an existential collision with
the problems occurs in the actual business of living together"
(p. 111). This represents the continuing inability of the clergy
to bless not only "what’s happening," but in the opinion of this
writer, what should happen for the creation of healthier
marriages. The CLinebells cite the disillusionment of couples
discovering after the wedding, "We are still merely hunan, and so
is the husband or bride we have just acquired," and they lanent
that "Those vAio do not face the fact or are not willing to make
the investment, do not 'build a marriage' although they may
continue to live alone together” (p.112). One might almost
suppose there has been no pmc at all.
Like many of the other writers in the field, the Qinebells
very sensibly urge couples who find they are not progressing with
struggles against hidden feelings of guilt, hostility and
resentment to seek professional help: "If feelings such as these
don't grow weaker when discussed openly, and continue to create
problems in the relationship, the help of a professional
psychotherapist (psychiatrist, psychologist, or specialist in
pastoral counseling) or marriage counselor should be obtained
without delay” (p.119). Unfortunately, it is precisely that
prescription that is not filled by current pmc. "Without delay"
assumes that the couple's level of communication is strong enough
for them to deal with the issue of help-seeking without its
becoming itself a major bone of contention leading to months and
even years of delay in seeking help. One of the purposes of this
study is to determimine, if possible, whether treatment with
Co-SEE facilitates this process.
Perhaps enough has been said to demonstrate the weakness of
the pmc literature directed at clergy that was studied by Nease
(1973). Equally unfortunate is the fact that the one truly
outstanding book on pmc, the classic by Rutledge (1 966) is out of
print, difficult to obtain even from libraries, and it is not
well known to most parish clergy. Flawed mainly by an outdated
attitude toward homosexuality as a severe neurotic disorder vdiich
(Rutledge correctly observes) will not be "cured" by a
heterosexual marriage, and by a perhaps too heavy psychoanalytic
orientation at some points, the book nevertheless touches with
clarity and wisdom most of the issues of pmc. For example,
Rutledge sets forth as a "primary function of pmc" to "ferret out
the probable areas of stress in the prospective marriage,
maneuver the engaged couple into conflict, and assist them in
developing diagnosing and problem solving skills, along with an
appreciation of each other's individuality" (p.36).
Rutledge takes a holistic and comprehensive approach:
In a word, a holistic approach—giving equal care
to understanding the social milieu, the
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individuals, and the unique relationship created by
them—is essential to effective pr e-mar ital
counseling. Such an approach is at the same time
diagnostic or evaluative, therapeutic, and
educational. The counselor’s role as a participant
observer enables him to: determine to what extent
each is aware of the rules, roles, and labels of
married living; to observe the degree of reality
with which each is in tune with the communication
occurring in counseling and with the fiance(e); to
evaluate the ability of each to handle the stimuli
received, and whether each is stimulated or
understimulated; to detect semantic problems in
linguistic and symbolic aspects of communication,
and the knowledge or level of learning in vital
areas; and to gauge the effect of each client's
communication, or lack of it, upon the mate...."
(p. 57).
This is a challenging task for the average clergyperson, and
Rutledge seeks to be helpful by providing what he calls a "Family
Background Review" which asks each partner to write responses to
a series of probing questions such as:
1. My father as an individual, including
personality changes .
2. My relationship to him through the years.
5. My parents' relation to each other: (1) Who
was dominant? By choice or necessity?
7. Evaluate both constructive and destructive
influences upon yourself and upon the remainder of
the family from both the short-range and long-range
term point of view. (p.l05).
Obviously not every couple will be able to articulate responses
on this kind of schedule, or do it without falsification, nor
will the average parish minister feel sufficiently trained to
pursue the implications of the data being generated. Moreover,
as Rutledge slips over from the heuristic to the diagnostic, his
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methodology also falls under Nease's criticism of putting
couples into a patient role.
Rutledge wisely recongizes the danger of imposing help or
opening serious problem areas just before the wedding with a
couple ”v*io are determined to marry without delay, who cannot or
will not enter into adequate pre-marital counseling....” (p.ll9).
The solution he offers is ”to give them the kind of understanding
that will cause than to return for help when trouble comes later”
(p.119). Here, again, is the key theme of Hypothesis 5, the
importance of creating a connection with the couple vrtiich enables
them to return for help post-maritally . Rutledge takes pmc with
utmost seriousness, which it deserves. This author would
speculate that Rutledge's excellent text has fallen into disuse
mainly because he asks more than the average parish minister
feels s/he can give to the task.
Primary Prevention . Rutledge (1 966) is far from being alone
as an advocate of pmc as primary prevention, but the
interpretations and approaches differ. Rheinstein (1 972),
lamenting the fact that "too many parents have lost direction,
are unable or unwilling to give guidance” and that "only a
fraction of the young have contacts with ministers and mostly
these contacts are fragile or the ministers are unprepared” (p.
434), concludes that rather than hoping for pmc, couples should
follow Margaret Mead's suggestion of trial marriage or a period
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of cohabitation. Farther along, Rheinstein does recommend
family life education” and pmc "if such is, indeed, available”
(pp. *418-420). Evidently he is not very optimistic about the
possibilities.
In another example, Kessler and Albee (1 975), in their
survey of "Primary Prevention”, suggest the importance of "mental
hygiene education for parents” as the appropriate place to break
the cycle of marital pathology, but they fail to apply the same
concept to the process by which couples choose each other.
Trainer (1 973)t a physician, urges greater sensitivity by
doctors to the various "admission tickets” patients use to get
the doctor's attention but laments the fact that a couple need to
come to some painful diagnoses about their marriage before they
have a "ticket” to a marriage counselor. Trainer concludes that
clergy are in the best position to "relieve the physician of at
least some of this post-marital pathology by facilitating a
genuine initiatation into the married life-state” (p. 77).
Lederer and Jackson (1 968) are pessimistic about the
possiblity of preventing even the obviously unsatisfactory
pairings. Describing the "gruesome twosome” of the
"Stable-Unsatisfactory Marriage," they point out that this kind
of relationship is usually the most strongly defended against any
kind of outside interference. "There may be little that
premarital counseling can do—with the possible exception that it
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may provide a window to reality that one or the other partner may
later utilize to change the situation before total stagnation
enters their lives” (p.l56). Here again the fifth hypothesis
concerning couples' openness to seeking third person help cones
into play. One of the claims made for Co-SEE, however, is that
it provides more than a "window to reality" but first-hand
experience of the reality of openness in the presence of a third
person. This author's emphasis on a primary prevention approach
draws on Angyal's (1 965) concept of a drive toward wholeness.
According to this model, also described as a holistic approach,
one would interpret many of the struggles in a marriage as a
striving toward this wholeness. Pmc would provide couples with an
appropriate
,
means toward self-maintenance and growth toward
vdioleness, rather than attempting to cure marital pathology after
it develops.
Apart from scattered attempts to set up creative group pmc
(Glendenning and Wilson, 1972), the most important large-scale
effort is the 1970 amendment of the Family Law Article of the
California Civil Code ( CC 4101) requiring minors (at least one of
the partners under 18) to receive pmc under court supervision
before receiving a marriage license (Shonick, 1975; Elkin, 1977).
The studies of this are still scarce, but both Shonick and Elkin
find the resistance to the mandatory and age-discriminatory
aspects of the law far less than anticipated by critics. Despite
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the great gain in this high level (i.e., legislative and
judicial, in cooperation with behavioral scientists) of
recognition of the importance of pmc as a means toward
alleviating the massive breakdown of marriage as an institution,
the basic understanding seems still to be locked into a
traditional mindset: that any form of counseling is a response
to crisis (e.g., the marriage contracted to escape an alcoholic
or disintegrating family situation, pregnancy, etc.) (Shipman,
1977). Interestingly, Shipman's discussion of pmc totally
ignores the potential or actual role of clergy and proposes
instead the creation of marriage registries removed from the
present bureaucractic setting and placed in a quasi-clinic
setting where serological, psychological and genetic testing
would all be made available free by the state, probably under a
city or state health department. While modeling his suggestion
on the Los Angeles experience (above) , he concedes the
unlikelihood of funding and implementation. The fact that clergy
are ignored may say something about the value placed on clergy
pmc from the perspective of a sociologist dealing with the
after-effects in a divorce court.
Of particular interest are the observations of the Director
of Family Ckjunseling Services of the Los Angeles Conciliation
Court, which in 1970 was given legal authority to require pmc
of
all minor couples. Elkin (1 977) reports, "The law did
not
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provide any definition concerning the concept of pmc models for
minors found in the literature, since pmc is a^ relatively new
phenomenon in the counseling world ” (p. 435, emphasis added).
The truth of that observation is borne out by the sparseness of
research and of useful, practical tools for pmc. Elkin also
notes, "As a group the clergy neither has the training or the
time to provide marital or premarital counseling. In defense of
the clergy, it must be stated that many hold no illusions of
their expertise as marriage counslors, and most are eager for
additional training in this field" (p. 436). This observation
from Los Angeles County with a population of over seven million
is strikingly similar to responses of clergy scattered around
Massachusetts and Maryland to a questionnaire on pmc (Sabey,
1975) and therefore appears confirmatory of a basic premise of
this dissertation: that there is a need for pmc, and that clergy
could fill that need if given support and training.
Elkin’s descriptions of the purposes and process of pmc are
largely congruent with those of this author, including his final
point, "to build a relationship of trust and confidence between
the counselor and the couple so that the couple will think in
terms of getting help after the marriage, if such help is
necessary" (Elkin, 1977, p. ^38). Hie reports after a few years
suggest that this is indeed happening: "The young couples coming
within the purview of the law are being helped to develop a new
value, which is to ask for help after marriage
,
if needed, and
that to ask for help is not a sign of weakness and inadequacy,
but strenth. There is evidence that many couples are returning
to their counselor after marriage when problems arise ” (p. M41).
This is external but strongly suggestive confirmation of
Hypothesis 5 (openness to seeking third person help)
,
at least in
the sense that the better the quality of pmc, the more likely it
is that couples will return for help in their marriage when
difficulties arise. There is no immediate likelihood that CC
4101 will be extended to an older population or that other states
will be quick to follow California's lead—especially since even
the minimum support provided by the State of California is one
more cost to the taxpayers. The burden of inducting couples into
the primary prevention of pmc ranains with the clergy.
The last point is underlined by the general absence of a
primary prevention approach reflected in a 1978 survey of 25 % of
the raemberbership of the National Council on Family Relations.
Interestingly, only those members vrtio were over 65 years of age
saw preparation for marriage as a top priority (Ax el son and
dick, 1979). Similarly, Mace (1 979), whose work on marriage
enrichment is unmatched by anyone else, states clearly a premise
that applies at least as much to pmc as to marriage enrichment.
Contrary to the long held belief that partners enter marriage
with certain "immutable patterns of behavior ," static traits that
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make them either compatible or incompatible, Mace insists on a
"capacity for adaptive change" and (quoting Lederer and Jackson,
1968) "a continuing process, involving constant growth and
metamophosi s" (Mace, 1979* p. 410). Somehow Mace has narrowly
missed the realization of the enormous impetus toward just such a
stance that could be provided by pmc. He does, in passing,
suggest enrolling pre-married couples in advance for post-marital
enrichment. This is essentially identical with Guldner's (1971)
position. Both would have done well to note another pertinent
statement by Lederer and Jackson (I968): "Years are not of equal
length in marriage, and sick patterns, once fixed, are incredibly
difficult to extirpate" (p. 152).
4. A Brief Review of the Literature on Sentence
Completion . According to Watson (in Wolman
, 1978), the
projective technique of sentence completion has a long history,
originating with Ebbinghaus in 1897, followed by Jung's (1 904,
I9O6) experiments with word association. The first use of the
sentence completion test for personality assessment was by Payne
in 1928 followed by Tendler in 1930 who used the method to "study
emotional reactions and found that a wide variety of emotions
could be investigated using even a rather limited number of
sentence completion stems" (quoted in Wolman, 1978, p. 257).
During World War II, the OSS began by treating the results
tentatively, "primarily as an aid in subsequent interviews," but
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it proved to be the most esteemed of the testing methods used
(Vtolman, 1978, p. 257).
The method is not without its detractors, especially as a
measuring or research instrunent. Quoting Watson (1 978) again:
As a method of testing, the sentence completion has
been classified as projective, objective, and
semiproj active in nature. Relatively few
psychologists view the test today as an objective
measure, but there is still an open question as to
how much the instrunent allows the subject to
project and how much conscious control there is of
the responses (p. 255).
Similarly, there is controversy around the degree of "voluntary
free response" vs. unawareness on the subjects' part of how much
of self they are revealing. On the other hand, Goldberg (in
Wolman
,
1978) concluded that sentence completion "is a valid
test...and probably the most valid of all the projective
techniques r eported in the literature" (p.257). In a 1968 study
(in Wolman, 1978), Goldberg found it "among the most popular
clinical tools and 'decidedly below average' in its use as a
research instrunent" (pp. 258-259). Watson1 expresses some
ske pticism about the latter finding but points out that
"...sentence completion is especially useful in the evaluation of
interpersonal attitudes, personality evaluation, and assessment
of adjustment for both adults and children...." (Watson, quoting
Goldberg, in Wolman, 1978, p.268). Although the "evaluation" as
done with Co-SEE is self-evaluation rather than psychological
evaluation by the counselor/pastor , the relevant point is the
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applicability of sentence completion to "interpersonal attitudes,
and personality evaluation. (p.268).
Although the instructions with, and administration of,
Co-SEE strike a balance between real feelings that need to be
expressed and written down with speed of response and some degree
of objectivity (i.e, an objective piece of the individual’s
subjectivity)
,
most studies indicate that there is no significant
difference: "Overall, it would appear that the sentence
completion method is rather impervious to changes in
administration procedures" (Watson, 1978, p. 269). As long as
clergy can keep firmly in mind and convey to the couple that
Co-SEE is not a diagnostic instrument, variation in clergy styles
of administration of Co-SEE should not seriously affect its value
(Steiner, 1974).
Other than Phillips' (1972) brief reference to Manson's
elaborately psychological, 100 item sentence completion schedule
for pmc (see next section for discussion), the only work on
sentence completion in marital or premarital counseling that was
actually researched in the journals is the work of Inselberg
(1964). This had some promising results in terms of validation
in comparison with a marital satisfaction check list based on
Burgess and Cottrell (1 939). The advantages cited by Inselberg
(1964) include: "...freedom of response. A subject is not
limited to choices provided by the tester but may repond in the
*15
way he desires” (p. 339). This is one of the advantages this
author has claimed for Co-SEE. However, Inselberg's orientation
was more toward research than toward counseling, so the emphasis
was on scoring rather than on facilitating communication by the
couple.
Also different from the orientation of Co-SEE is the fact
that, although the incomplete sentences were given orally,
responses also were oral. The advantage for this, claimed by
Inselberg, was that it freed respondents from the pressure of
writing. That may be an advantage in the case of less educated
couples, but, from this author's point of view, the loss is one
of objectivity. While written responses may not have the
objectivity of a biopsy of living tissue, they may at least have
the stop-action quality of a still photograph taken of a person
moving. The response becomes the basis for launching together
into the subjectivity of the couple's relationship.
Although the Inselberg Sentence Completion Blank ' s 14 items
overlap with a few of those in Co-SEE (similarities in the items
on anger, sex, in-laws, and the future), there is also a
substantial difference in the fact that Inselberg's items tend to
be retrospective, post-hoc evaluations of marital satisfaction,
rather than a projection of the potentialities in the
relationship. Most importantly, Inselberg seems not to have
spent much effort on getting couples to interact dynamically
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around the results, which were scored and used mainly for
research. Thus, instead of a method for facilitating pmc, we
have merely one more attempt to measure marital satisfaction.
Inselberg also candidly admits that the first item is a "filler
item” to "get the couple to relax" (p. 340). The initial items
on Co-SEE, while performing a similar function, also have a
specific content purpose. In any case, there appears to have
been no follow-up, and certainly no application to pmc of which
this author is aware.
This is surprising in light of the positive response to
sentence completion techniques, not only by Watson and Goldberg,
but also by Hooker (in Carr, I960), who inluded among the
positive results "the discovery of potentialities. . .covert
processes .. .intrinsic processes or enduring intrapsychic
systems. ..or unconscious processes" (p. 80). A computer assisted
search of the literature turned up not a single publication in
the past 5 years (1 974-1979) combining the categories of
Marriage, Marital, or Premarital with Sentence
Completion/Incomplete Sentence. The author feels some confidence
in concluding, therefore, that Inselberg' s experiment has not
captured the imagination of either researchers or practitioners
of pmc, and the Manson schedule mentioned above (Phillips, 1972)
is too psychological and functions too much in the mode of a test
rather than as a stimulus to direct interaction between the
couple in the presence of the counselor. The conclusion seems
warranted that Co-SEE remains unique insofar as it combines oral
administration, immediate written responses, monitoring of affect
by the counselor, and immediate facilitation of discussion by the
couple as the items (unscored) are co-seen by the couple in the
presence of the counselor-facilitator
.
5. ^rvey of Instriments
. The uniqueness of Co-SEE claimed
at the end of the last section applies both to its departure from
the traditional and still widespread open-ended or didactic
pastoral interview on the one hand and from virtually all of the
tests and instruments on the market or in use by clergy. It
differs from the former in its deliberate structuring of the
content and direction of the premarital conversation. It differs
from the latter in avoiding norms and judgement from the outside,
thus enabling the couple to work almost entirely with data that
they themselves have generated even as they are learning to
utilize a third person in the working through of issues that,
although perhaps common to most couples, are nonetheless
perceived and prized by the couple as unique to themselves.
The instriments to be considered in this section range from
simple information schedules such as that presented by Otto
(1955) to highly complex multipl e-scale psychological inventories
(e.g., Henderson and Wiggins, 1970). The multiplicity of these
instruments and devices may be out of all proportion to their
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usefulness (Buros, 1965. 1972; Sheimbein, 1974). Nevertheless an
effort will be made to locate Co-SEE in the context of all these
efforts to improve the techniques of couple counseling. This
will be done by classifying the instrunents under 6 general
headings. These are somewhat arbitrary in the sense that some of
the instrunents could easily be be placed in one or more of the
categories, which are as follows:
a. Diagnostic of marital problems.
b. Diagnostic of premarital problems.
c. Self-help.
d. Marital success or happiness prediction.
e. Ratings of marital happiness.
f. Non-scored instrunents to facilitate interaction with the
counselor
.
In each section typical examples will be selected to exemplify
the qualities and problems in the category as it applies to pmc.
a . Diagnostic of Marital Problems . This is by far the
largest category. Its main purpose in this study is to establish
the inapplicability of these instruments to pmc even though in
theory one might expect them to have the potential to bring out
much useful data about a relationship. The MMPI has been used in
marriage counseling and for psychological research on marital
relationhips (Phillips, 1973; Yom , Kraft, Doughtie, et. al .
,
1975), as has the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule with its
225 paired-item, forced-choice measures of such categories as
Order, Aggression, Nurturance, Succorance, etc. Clearly, both
are much too strongly diagnostic in flavor to be useful in any
but the most problematic pmc. The same statement applies to
Manson and Lerner's (1962) Marriage Adjustment Inventory with its
157 statements representative of the twelve most common problem
areas (e.g., Dominance, Neurotic Traits, Sociopathic traits,
etc.). Ellis (in Buros, 1965, p.930) questions whether a
professional marriage counselor wouldn't be better off without
this instrunent. He also notes a lack of "face validity and no
data on reliability or validity other than standardizing to the
same population as the previous instrunent (i.e., Manson, 1965)."
Ihe El Senoussi Mul tiphasic Marital Inventory claims to be
suitable for pmc as well as for marriage counseling, but its 360
questions take, according to Buros (1 972), an hour to score. The
concise conclusion of the reviewer: "Not recommended" (p.951).
The PCI (Primary Communication Inventory , Navran, 1967) deals
with what is generally conceded to be the key to marital success,
communication between the partners. As a diagnostic instrument,
it may have some value, but it does not deal directly with
communication as a dynamic of the couple. MCI ( Marital
Communication Inventory, Bienvenu, 1969) has a similar limited
focus and, in addition, suffers from a frontal and transparent
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approach. At the very end of the questionnaire, a single
projective item is thrown in: "Ihe Main Fault of American Wives
(Husbands) is “(Bienvenu, 1969, p.^1). Knox and
Patrick's (1971) Marriage Inventory is precisely that, a
clinically oriented problem check list, totally transparent and
offering little information that a couple could not volunteer.
Its only possible virtue is a comprehensive quality that might
appeal to an inexperienced counselor or pastor. A Marriage
Anal ysi
s
(Blazier and Goosman
,
1966) combines a certain
transparency with a trick, or trap, quality to many of the
questions that makes this questionnaire appear alienating even in
marital counseling. The reviewer for Buros (1 965) simply
dismisses this with the comment, "shouldn't have been published"
(p. 954).
Oie of the more attractive concepts which, although directed
to marriage counseling, appeared to have application for pmc as
well is the PAIR (Personal Assessment of In tim ac y in
Relationships
,
Schaefer and Olson, 1978). The authors point out
that self-disclosure and intimacy are not identical, that in fact
an excess of self-disclosure may break down the positive images
that maintain the couple bond, causing an actual loss of
intimacy. They cite the example of high levels of
self-disclosure during the "harsh period" leading up to
After an extensive review of theseparation or divorce.
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literature indicating the imprecision of most writers* use of the
term, they proceed to define intimacy as a process involving
closeness and harmony on a spectrun including:
1. emotional intimacy—
—experiencing closeness of
feelings
;
2. social intimacy—the experience of having common
friends, similarities in social networks, etc;
3. intellectual intimacy—the experience of sharing
ideas
;
4. sexual intimacy—the experience of sharing
general affection and/or sexual activity;
5. recreational intimacy—shared experiences of
interests in hobbies, mutual participation in a
sporting event;
6. spiritual intimacy—the experience of showing
ultimate concerns, a similar sense of meaning in
life, and/or religious faiths;
7. aesthetic intimacy—the closeness that results
from the experience of sharing beauty (p.2).
The authors point out that an intimate experience is not the same
as an intimate relationship
,
which is never completed or fully
accomplished, and viiich requires work to achieve and maintain.
As the sub-title of PAIR indicates, it is an instriment for
diagnosing ’’expected" and "realized" intimacy between spouses on
five of the above scales (spiritual and aesthetic not having
adequately tested out at significant levels) . Ihis diagnostic
quality and the fact that it is scored seems to make PAIR less
than ideal as an instrument that clergy would continue to use in
their own pmc. Clearly, the content of the items is directed at
a long-standing, settled relationship more than a premarital one.
Although the instrunent appears like a useful addition to the
couple counseling repertoire, the authors seem disingenuous to
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protest that items scored "positive" or "negative" do not connote
"good" or "bad" when in fact they do directly lead to a high or
low intimacy score. The assumption that intimacy is to be
desired in a relationship is hardly open to argunent. Previous
comments about the disadvantage in pmc of anything that is scored
or diagnostic apply in this case also.
The list of other instruments that could be reviewed is
lengthy, but the point is perhaps clear that none of the
instrunents designed for marital diagnosis can be usefully
transferred to pmc. In fact (and this applies to the following
section as well), Ebel's (1 975) conclusions concerning
measurement of personality traits by scales and inventories cast
severe doubt on the whole diagnostic enterprise. He discusses
the "...invalidity in responses to personality inventories, such
as acquiesence or faking (here referred to somewhat
euphemistically as 'impression management').... But there is more
concern with measuring them than with considering the nature and
magnitude of their effect on the validity of trait scores" (pp.
315-316). Insofar as faking and acquiescence continue to be
research problems on the MMPI, the Cal ifornia Psychological
Inven tory
,
and the Edwards Personal Preference Schedul
e
(Ebel,
1975; Buros, 1968, 1972), one can assume a fortiori that the
problem will invalidate instruments such as those by Burgess
(Burgess and Cottrell, 1939). the PCI (Bienvenu, 1969) and other
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marital and premarital diagnostic instrunents. Brandt's (1972)
observation is also worth noting here:
(iiestionnaire or test performance is only a
momentary sampling of behavior. It may not be
indicative of a given individual's typical
performance because no instrunent has perfect
reliability nor are most traits completely
stable.... Furthermore,despite good admin-
istrative precautions in test giving, most tests,
questionnaires and rating scales usually have an
air of artificiality about them. The tendency to
respond to questionnaires with socially acceptable
rather than honestly held reactions is strong in
many people. ..(p. 68).
b. Diagnostic of premarital problems . In light of the
above, the following instrunents will be reviewed very briefly,
relying heavily on the Buros (1 965, 1972) reviews: McHjgh (1961)
^ (Courtship Analysis : "lacks predictive or normative value"
(Buros, 1965, p. 924); McHugh (1961) A Dating Problems Checklist :
"No data on reliability, no norms.... While it can be argued
that the nature of the items themselves suggest inherent
validity, it is regrettable that some measure of reliability was
not sought..." (Buros, 1965t PP* 924-925); Burgess, (1 939-1961 ) A
Marriage Pred ic tion Schedule ; "no data on reliability or
validity. . .outmoded , and should not be used as a marriage
prediction device" (Buros, 1965, p.931)t Dunnn (1 960-1 963)
Marriage Role Expectation Inventory ; "no data on reliability of
subscores; no norms ... Intrinsic validity is claimed on the basis
of the way in which itens were selected (vrtiich included a
consensus of qualified judges)...'' (Buros, 1965, pp. 931-932);
this instrument could be useful if there were a necessity for
diagnosing a problematic premarital relationship, especially
around the issue of role expectations, but the wording of many of
the items is dated relative to recent changes in the culture;
Otto (1955) Pre-Mar ital Counseling Schedules ; "The schedules
have no predictive value and practically no diagnostic value, and
are only useful as the counselor is skilled. Skilled counselors
would not need these guides for discussion" (Buros, 1965, p.
933). A further comment in the same review may be applied across
the board
;
Much of what makes for adjustment in marriage,
especially for an individual couple, is not
specifically known. Much remains to be learned
about what is causal to adjustment in marriage, and
therefore such schedules, except for research
purposes, are premature.... The instructive aspect
in the schedules seems principally to take into
account the practical necessities in beginning a
marriage; such sc hedules might better probe more
dynamic factors (p. 934; emphasis added).
Man son' s ( 1 965) California Marriage Readiness Eval uation is
marketed as a "Widely used, brief, true and false questionnaire
for measuring marriage readiness. [It] provides scores
indicating strengths and weaknesses in eight important areas of
marriage readiness. . .a Total Score indicates overall readiness
for marriage.... potential marital difficulties. . .the most likely
areas in which problems may exist." (From the 1975 catalogue of
Western Psychological Services, see Manson, 1965.) The review in
Buros (1972) expresses doubts about the "time-saving" claim.
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criticizes the confusing format, and concludes that it is
"nothing to rely on" (p. 950).
Knox and Patrick's (1971) A Lov e At t i t ud e
s
Inventory is
primarily directed toward romanticism versus realism in
attitudes. Apart from a certain degree of transparency (e.g.,
"When you are in love, you are usually in a daze." Response:
Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree on Likert-type scale), this
could be useful with a couple who appear to be awash in
romanticism, but they would have to be receptive to the process,
which is precisely the problem.
Transparency and inventorying on a purely conscious report
level, combined with a purported "Marriage Prediction Index"
makes the Albert Mate Selection (Tieck List (Albert, 1971) another
in a long series of instruments marketed to clergy who hope for a
key to the problem of guiding couples toward sound marriages.
The Marriage Council of Philadelphia has a battery of
"schedules" ranging from a detailed personal background form
through a marriage prediction schedule based on one by Burgess,
Cottrell and Wallin (Burgess, 1939) and a detailed clinical
questionnaire on sexuality. All of these are thorough, probing,
long, probably alienating to many persons who feel as though they
are being "processed by a bureaucracy." If updated these could
be a valuable adjunct for marital therapy. They are much too
long and detailed to be considered for pmc.
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c. Sel f help
. Self help devices for couples are as
common as the monthly READER'S DIGEST, and some are surprisingly
helpful (e.g. Luftig's "The Love Test" in the June, 1979 issue).
Most such self-help devices are aimed at already married
couples, but some of them could be genuinely helpful to highly
motivated and intelligent couples seeking to do their own
premarital self-examination. A dated but fundamentally sound
example is a pamphlet called "Thinking About Marriage" (Edson,
1957) which simply directs the couple to "Ask Yourself" the
following questions:
1. Do we know each other well enough? 2. How
well are we fitted for each other? 3. What does
our Love mean to us? 4. Are we ready to establish
a home of our own? 5. Have we prepared ourselves
adequately for home life? 6. Do we have a sound
spiritual foundation for continued happiness in
marriage? 7. Are both of us emotionally, men-
tally, and physically ready for the full meaning of
sex in marriage? (pp. 2-5)
Each of the questions is followed by a paragraph of
sub-questions to guide the couple through a self-examination.
While such a self-examination can never be a substitute for
counseling with a third person, a couple who wish to prepare
themselves could do worse.
Dyadic Encounter (Jones and Jones, 1969) is an ingenious
booklet of sentence completions for any pair . It draws from some
of the same theoretical background as Co-SEE, but its aim is to
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acquaint newly paired couples at a human relations workshop or
retreat. The focus is not appropriate for pmc.
Clinebell and Clinebell (1 970) conclude a number of their
chapters with checklists, such as the "Self-Other Fulfillment
Check List" (pp. 84-85) and the "Marital Intimacy Checkup" (pp.
37-39). Both of these require a relationship with a considerable
amount of coherence and maturity. Even then, the likelihood of
faking is high.
Shostrom ( 1967) designed a simple "Marriage Quiz" (pp.
120-121) with 17 true-false questions, all directed at
distinguishing between "manipulative" and "actualizing" love.
Limited in scope, the test would stimulate some useful
conversation in a mature, searching couple. It could also serve
as a teaching device in pmc.
Mace and Mace (1 978) have a very simple "Test of Marriage
Potential." Although they claim excellent results with many
couples, the potential for faking seems unusally high . The test
is of limited adaptability for pmc since it assumes a fairly long
period of relationship.
Lederer and Jackson ( 1 968), introducing their own
self-administering tests for couples, write;
True, these tests cannot supply the same precise
information as would five or six hours with a
psychologist who could personally observe the
interaction between the two people. But the tests
will indicate unmistakable trends to those couples
who are intelligently seeking a functional and
satisfying marriage" (p. 380).
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However, the exercise of intelligence at this point is precisely
that which Lederer and Jackson themselves describe as too often
not functioning. They also bemoan the certainty that there will
not be enough trained counselors in the foreseeable future. The
greatest weaknesses in the Lederer and Jackson tests are their
excessive length and their extreme liability to faking responses.
The greatest contribution they make is in the concluding comment:
"A trusted third party can be helpful in keeping the dialogues on
an even keel, and the conclusions objective'* (p. 392). The
ensuing chapter is entitled "How to Get Help from a
Professional ."
Oie of the more elaborate and sophisticated self-help
devices is "Marriage I.C. —Evaluate Your Marriage—Technique for
Self Counseling" (Munzert, 1972). Diagnostic though it is, and
subject to the persistent and widespread problem of faking, the
device nevertheless offers an intelligent and motivated couple an
extensive process of mutual self-discovery based on a cross-check
of perceptions of self and other attitudes. Apart from the
wording ("husband-wife"), however, the device does not translate
well to pmc because too many of the items are based on a
long-term live-together situation. It would be most useful to
long-term co-habiting couples who are thinking about marriage and
are not prepared to commit themselves to the extent of
approaching a minister or counselor.
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In summary, self-help devices have a face-value validity,
but they will be well utilized only by a small, self-conscious
minority of couples who are already sophisticated enough to work
on their relationship. They will also be used by unsophisticated
couples who will be misled by the scores into believing that they
have been told some ultimate truth about their relationship. In
neither case can self help devices be said to take the place of
pmc with a pastor/ counsel or if one accepts the premise that a key
part of pmc is induction into the process of working with a third
person
.
d. Marital Prediction . The major entry in this field is
the work associated with burgess et al . ( 1 939f I960, 1963).
Other instruments that attempt to predict "success" or
"happiness" or "compatibility" have already been covered under
the heading of "diagnostic" (secs, a and b, above). An
additional example is that of Roleder ( 1 973) which states: "The
questionnaires that follow are an attempt to help you predict
whether you and your mate (or future mate) are in danger of
experiencing one or more 'double crosses'" (p. 217). Roleder
does add, however, "...it will be necessary for some couples to
enlist the help of a marriage counselor to explore their needed
adjustments more carefully. The survey is intended merely to
alert you to potential areas of conflict, not to guarantee
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success or failure in your marriage" (p. 217). The essential
approach is to use a "criss-cross" of values, e .g
. ,
a man who is
"attracted to a date...who is: cute, good-looking, attractive to
most members of the opposite sex," on the part of the test that
seeks out "V/HAT YOU LIKE," and then on the test "WHAT YOU’RE
LIKE" rates self very much the "jealous type," is clearly setting
up conflicting and confl ict-producing expectations (pp. 217-218).
To return to Burgess et al
. (1 939, I960, 1963), a basic
problem with all prediction schedules is the rapidity of cultural
decay. This means that an item that has been tested for validity
and reliability may, after a few years, mean something very
different to a different age cohort (e.g., terms like "wholesome"
and "pernicious" in the question about "first information about
sex," question 15, p. 3, give even the 1963 version of the
questionnaire a quaint quality) . Over the years of
experimentation with prediction schedules, something close to
unanimity appears to have developed about the impossibility of
the enterprise. Dreikurs (in Rosenbaum and Alger, 1968), for
example, asserts the impossibility of predicting for a given
couple under the best of circumstances. Baur (in Bier, 1965),
writing about psychological factors in mate-selection, expresses
a psychiatrist's doubt about any form of marital prediction. He
cites Kubie's comment about the unlikelihood that even universal
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analysis in the adolescent years would make for happier marriages
and goes on to conclude, "Ihere seems to be a consensus among
professionals that premarital testing would be of little value
primarily because of the number of variables involved... the
ability to predict accurately the impact of one personality on
the other is currently beyond us" ( pp . 118- 119 ). Even when an
instrunent such as those generated by Burgess et al . achieve
verifiable "internally consistent measures of marital adjustment"
(Kimmel and Van Der Veen, 1974
, pp. 57 -63 ). the practical outcome
is seriously subject to doubt. Schulman (1 974 ) reports that
"...idealistic couples had scores equal to or higher than
realistic couples on a standard test of 'engagement adjustment'"
(pp. 139- 147 ). Schulman concludes, "...use of standard
engagement tests to predict happy marriages may not only be
misleading but may actually encourage the marriage of idealizing
couples" (p. 147 ) because of the transparent social desirability
of certain responses. Perhaps the ultimate word on the futility
of trying to devise instruments for normative prediction is
Sheimbein's ( 1 974 ) conclusion that even though "pooling of
several measures increases reliability" (p. 52), one can fairly
ask whether anyone knows what is being measured and why. Despite
the enormous amounts of marital unhappiness that exist, "the
social desireabil ity which leads 86% of the couples" in his
sample to rate themselves "satisfied" or "highly satisfied" (p.
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51) only makes such measurement and prediction appear as useless
as it in fact is.
e. Ratings of Marital happiness . The conclusions drawn in
the previous section about the futility of trying to predict
"happiness” or "success" apply to the efforts to measure marital
adjustment with instrunents such as the PCI ( Pr imary
Communication Inventory
,
Locke, et al
. , 1956, in Guerney, 1977,),
the MCI ( Marital Communication Inventory
,
Bienvenu, 1970), the
MAT ( Marital Adjustment Test , Locke and Williamson, 1958) and the
McHugh Courtship and Marital Adjustment tests (1962) treated
above, and the IRS ( Interpersonal Relationship Scale , Guerney and
Schlein, in Guerney, 1977). The IRS focuses mainly on the way
attitudes and feelings are communicated in a relationship.
Guerney discusses at considerable length the various statistical
correlations among the the instruments cited, but apart from
research interest, the practitioner of marital or premarital
counseling is likely to ask, with a number of reviewers in Buros
(1965, 1972), "Why bother to test if one need only ask?" That,
of course, oversimplifies the complexities of communication
(Laing, et al . 1966), but as Sheimbein (1974) and Knox (1975)
agree, couples vrtio are happy report themselves as "happy." That
this would be even more true of premarital couples leads to the
conclusion that none of these intruments should be transferred to
pmc
.
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f . Non-scored instruments to facilitate interaction with a
counselor . In this section instruments with purposes similar to
Co-SEE will be examined. To Love and To Cherish is included here
because the questionnaire (adapted from the old Philadelphia
Family Council schedules) has dropped the scoring apparatus, and
because the thrust of the book as a whole is to place couples in
a position of wanting to interact with their pastor. However,
the questionnaire still suffers from the mixture of questions of
fact with questions of attitude and feeling and is subject to the
familiar social desirability responses. The same comments apply
also to Mason's (1973) Pre-Mar ital Conference Form , which appears
to be a further borrowing from both the Philadelphia forms and
the Methodist adaptation.
This leaves only two instruments that appear to this author
roughly comparable to Co-SEE: Mine's (1 972) Marriage Counseling
Kit and the McDonald (1972) Marriage Expectation Inventory . The
former is a set of cards for the man and woman to sort according
to agreement or disagreement with the face-statement of the card.
Some examples include:
1. A year is long enough time to know a person
before marriage. 2. It is all right to modify the
truth to avoid unpleasantness in the home. 12.
Mutual interests are more important than physical
attraction. 37. It is better to marry someone you
are not sure would be a good mariage partner than
never to have married at all. 47. "Sex" should
not be discussed by the couple until after their
marriage. 60. Home life is largely the
responsibility of the wife. 65. Family
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backgrounds are important to a good marriage. 80.
The wisest course to take when an argument seems to
be developing is to remain silent or to leave the
room
.
These cards are widely used by clergy (Sabey, 1975), but they
suffer from the rigidity of the printed word. This includes the
cultural decay discussed earlier, and also the disadvantage that
the couples are working with questions and concepts not directly
drawn out of their own experience. The cards also reflect a
certain naivete that makes them suited only for relatively naive
couples. The Kit
,
however, does have the virtue of becoming a
springboard for interaction by the couple in the presence of the
counselor. Another interesting feature (unfortunately also
subject to the changes in language and culture) is that each card
has Mine's own response and reasons for it printed on the reverse
side. Couples who choose to use the Kit without the presence of
a third person, therefore, have access to the opinion of another,
skilled person as they work through the set.
In this author's opinion, the McDonald Marriage Expectation
Inventory comes closest in language and in spirit to Co-SEE. It
uses a series of printed sentence stems for each partner to
complete. The fact that the items are visible and that the
writing is done by the couple away from the counselor removes the
element of spontaneity claimed for Co-SEE and also allows the
couple to begin discussing answers, or even to collaborate while
filling in the questionnaire. The immediate advantage perceived
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in the MEI is that it saves the counselor the time of
administering the items, which for Co-SEE averages about 30
minutes. On the other hand, the opportinity to observe the
couple's affect as they respond to each item is lost. Because of
its general availability to clergy through Family Life
Publications and its similarities to Co-SEE, the MEI was chosen
for inclusion in the research (see next chapter).
In summary, by eliminating a test atmosphere, scales,
scoring, promises of prognosis for success or happiness, and by
focussing on the self-generated material and individual dynamics
of the couple while allowing the counsel or/ pastor to observe the
couple's affect and guide them immediately through a dynamic
process, Co-SEE has departed from the mainstream of tests,
devices, and instruments developed during the past 40 years for
marital and premarital counseling. How successful Co-SEE proves
in practice is the subject of the research described and
discussed in the next two chapters.
CHAPTER III
METHOD
The basic research problem was to create a genuine field
test of Co-SEE rather than a laboratory situation which would not
necessarily represent real-life conditions as they are faced by
clergy and couples in the process of giving and receiving pmc.
Among the practical conditions that this required was a research
design that was minimally intrusive (Webb et al
. ,
1966) and
minimally time-consuming for busy clergy and impatient young
couples. Furthermore, since Co-SEE was not designed to be a
research instrument with scales, scores, and norms, the
development of an external method of measurement became a
necessity. As indicated in the previous chapter, the author's
review of the literature led to the conclusion that instrunents
that attempted to be both research tools and practical couple
counseling aids fell short on both counts. Notable examples of
this failure include the Burgess et al . series (1 939f I960,
1963)1 the Marriage Skills Analysis (Henderson and Wiggins,
1970 ), and the Marital Communication Inventory (Bienvenu, 1969).
In brief, outline form, the research went through the
following chronological steps:
1. The 1974 Clergy Questionnaire designed by the author as a
preliminary sounding and exploration of the ground (Appendix la
and 1 b) .
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2. An unpublished article by the author describing the "First
Findings" of that questionnaire (Sabey, 1975).
3. The decision not to use any existing instrument to compare
Co—SEE with other pmc methodologies.
4. The design of the Couple Pre- and Post-Counseling
Questionnaires (Appendixes 3 and 4).
5. Design of the Clergy Pre— and Post—Counseling Questionnaires
(Appendixes 5 and 6).
6. Reliability test of the Couple Pre-Counseling Questionnaire.
7. Gathering of a clergy pool from the list of respondents to
the 1974 questionnaire and random assignment to four Treatment
Groups
8. Design of packets for clergy to ensure correct sequence,
prompt return, and confidentiality.
9. Workshops introducing Co-SEE to Treatment Group 1.
10. The analysis of variance (anova) to test the hypotheses
regarding shifts in positive or negative directions among the
four different treatments.
Each of the these steps will now be explained in greater detail.
1. The 1974 Cl ergy Questionnaire . In March of 1974 a
letter (Appendix la) and a Premarital Counseling Questionnaire
(Appendix 1b) were sent out broadcast fashion through
denominational mailings to their clergy. About 800 of the
letters and questionnaires were entrusted to denominational
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with the request that they include them in a regular
mailing packet. Judging by the returns, about ^450 UCC ministers
in Massachusetts, and about 200 Southern Baptist and American
Baptist ministers in the Northeast (mostly Maryland) received
copies over the next two months. An additional 40 copies were
distributed through the ecumenical Amherst (Mass.) Clergy
Association
.
In brief, the questionnaire asked for a small amount of
background on each clergyperson
,
amount of experience in pmc,
issues normally dealt with in pmc, estimate of satisfaction of
couples and minister with the process, and some background on
type of training received to prepare for the role of premarital
counselor and types of books and other materials used by clergy
in their practice of pmc. The questionnaire also offered the
possibility of a workshop at UMass (See Appendix 1b). Considering
that clergy had to take time to fill out the questionnaire,
address an envelope and pay the postage, the response (N = 169) was
not disappointing.
2. Un pub 1 i shed article
,
” Premarital Counseling
Questionnaire for Clergy : First Findings .” The article was
written to communicate to clergy who had participated in the
study the preliminary findings from the 1974 questionnaire. The
results were hand tabulated and not subjected to standard
statistical analysis. Nevertheless some salient data emerged
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from the responses. Not lack of interest in pmc, but lack of
time and self-confidence seaned to be the greatest hindrances to
thorough and adequate pmc (Sabey, 1975). A comparison with a
similar survey (Fairchild, 1959) showed a marked shift in topical
emphases by clergy. From an almost exclusively
rel igio us-institutional approach, clergy had moved to a much more
personal and psychologically oriented approach. The responses to
the question about the materials being used by clergy suggested
to this author that many clergy were using materials that were
already becoming obsolete in a rapidly changing culture. The
dissatisfaction expressed by clergy and the general interest in
"tests and instruments" as a key focus for a workshop were an
important stimulus for the continuation of the line of research
represented by this dissertation.
Based on the self-report data of the 169 clergy who
responded to the 1974 questionnaire, the author concluded that
there was a need for better pmc instrumentation and that clergy
were looking for more adequate training in pmc. Conjectural, but
plausible, was the speculation that clergy might be willing to
transfer some of the time presently being consuned by marriage
counseling to the primary prevention of pmc. Also in the realm
of speculation was the conjecture that couples would be more
pleased with pmc that took the dynamics of their relationship
seriously, and that as a result they would be be more inclined to
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return to the pastor or some other counselor to deal with marital
impasses and crises.
The research undertaken by this author represents an
experimental intervention in a living, on-going system. Without
excessively burdening clergy or couples with experimental
paraphernalia such as one might be able to use with an
experimental sample drawn from b college population, an attempt
was made to field test and compare four pmc methods to determine
vAiether in fact any of the above conjectures held up under more
systematic investigation. The conjectures gradually evolved into
the five hypotheses of this dissertation: HI. Whether there is
any difference in couples' perception of change in their ability
to communicate with each other after pmc. H2. Whether there is
any difference in changed confidence on the part of clergy as
premarital counselors. H3. Whether there is any difference in
clergy willingness to spend more time to do adequate pmc. H^l.
Whether couples report any difference in satisfaction with pmc
done with Co-SEE in comparison with other treatments. H5.
Whether there is any difference in couples' openness to use of a
third person early in marriage (pre-crisis). These hypotheses
are more precisely formulated in the next chapter.
The questionnaires designed by this author for making the
comparison are described below in Sections 4 and 5« Before that,
in Section 3, the rationale will be explained for the decision to
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design new questionnaires rather than utilizing something already
in existence.
3 . Th€ decision not to use an ex i sting questionnaire or
instr unent
. The most difficult and potentially controversial
decision made in the course of designing the research cane at the
juncture of deciding how to reduce the conjectural data from the
1974 questionnaire to the level of solid, credible data. After
reading other dissertations and abstracts, this author came to
the realization that much social science research utilized
certain tests and instrunents (e.g., the MMPI and EPPS) despite
serious research difficulties that continued to surround these
instrunents. They continue to be used simply because they have
been well standardized. The relevance of the data gleaned from
use of these instruments often seemed secondary to the reputation
of the research instrument. This author felt that the kind of
questions to vrtiich answers were being sought could not be gained
either directly or indirectly without asking relevant and direct
questions. No such instrument existed.
The risk of discrediting the research, or of ending up with
a Type II error in which no significant differences could be
reported, was seriously weighed. The alternative, however, was
to use generally accepted methodologies of social science
reseaarch that frequently failed to deal with realities that
apply outside carefully controlled laboratory conditions. Ihe
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author was determined to create something of immediate practical
application by clergy in their work rather than another abstract
study about pmc.
In defense of that decision, this author cites the following
voices of dissent from the conventional wisdom of social science
research: Ashton and Gioldberg (1973) reporting on research
dealing with construction of valid scales, concluded that
non-psychologically trained individuals and psychology graduate
students were able to produce scales which were equal to the PRF
( Personal ity Research Form ) and equal or higher in reliability
than the much-used CPI ( (^1 ifornia Psychological Inventory ) . In
fact, "the most reliable scales constructed by psychology
students and the PRF scales were of approximately equal validity,
considerably higher than that of any of the CPI scales" (
Psychological Abstracts 51 : 5172, 197^f p. 650). Sanford (1965)
chided social science researchers, and especially psychological
researchers, for trying so hard to avoid using "soft" data, that
they "lack .. .familiarity with the significant variables" (p.
192). Sanford concluded with the trenchant comment:
...you realize that the authors have never looked
at hunan experience, they went straight from the
textbook or journal to the lab, and thence into
print and thence into the business of getting
research grants. . .psychological researchers do not
know what goes on in human beings, and their work
shows it. Not only is it dull.. .but it is often
wrong ( p . 192).
Olson (1977) wrote, "The time is ripe for the use of
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observer-report methods to describe interpersonal relationships
as they really occur in natural settings” (p. 132). Finally,
Ebel (1975) writes, "after nearly 20 years it is still difficult
to find a test whose validity has been established or confirmed
by means of construct validation" (p. 316). In light of the
above, as well as the severe criticisms of most of the
potentially relevant instruments already cited in Chapter II
(e.g., the reviews in Buros, 1965, 1972), the author felt
justified in venturing into the complexity of designing a new
research tool.
4. Design of the Couple Pre- and Post-Questionnaires
.
The purpose of these questionnaires was to elicit from each
partner of a premarital couple attitudes and values about pmc
before actually receiving the pmc and to compare those attitudes
with how they felt at the conclusion of the pmc. The content of
the questionnaires represents five basic subscales based on the
five hypotheses being tested in this dissertation. The content
of the questions represents a distillation of this author's
experience, his reading of the literature, and the information
gained and questions raised by the 1974 questionnaire.
To get the kind of information being sought, the
following considerations were deemed important: of critical
importance was to insulate the questionnaire-answering process as
much as possible from the actual process of pmc; to assure the
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couple that nothing they said on the questionnaire would be
revealed to their minister; to elicit the data in a form that
lent itself to later comparison with the responses of other
couples—i.e., quantification. TVio additional criteria that were
applied as the design process evolved were: close attention to
precise equivalence in the way the pre- and post-questions were
worded, and attention to randcoiizing the positive and negative
direction of questions, so that it would not be transparent which
responses were desired by the designer of the questionnaire.
The "insulation" was dealt with in two ways. The couples
were assured that the purpose of the questionnaire was research,
and that coding would guarantee that their minister would never
receive a report of any particular couple's responses. The
second way was the provision of pre-stamped, self-addressed
envelopes for use by the couple. This meant that once the
questionnaires were handed to the couple by the minister prior to
the first pmc session, they would be transmitted directly to the
researcher rather than being handed back to the minister who was
providing the pmc. To a large extent, this should have
eliminated the kind of "social desirability" responses one would
expect on a questionnaire or test in which the couples themselves
were being rated. Judging by the wide range of responses (see
Chapter 4), most couples seemed to feel the freedom to respond
honestly.
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The first draft of the questionnaire, formulated primarily
with an eye to getting responses that would speak to the five
hypotheses, was organized in a multiple choice format. E.g.,
5. I expect that premarital counseling will be
Exciting Very interesting O.K. A bit dull
Boring
10. At this moment I feel our relationship is
Ideal Excellent Very good Good Fair
Could be better Slightly troubled
Very troubled Stormy.
Ihe problem with this format was its non-quantifiabil ity . At the
suggestion of this author's advisor, a Likert (1 932) scale was
adopted, in this case a five point range from Strongly Agree to
Strongly Disagree. This not only provided a uniform and
quantifiable set of responses but also eliminated some of the
problems of potentially different interpretations by the couple
of particular verbal formulations in the response form (e.g.,
words like "dull" and "Boring" in question 5 above) . Prior to the
reliability test (Section 6, below), three different raters (in
addition to the author's advisor, whose own dissertation and
professional experience deal with scale construction and testing)
were asked to read the questionnaires both with attention to the
clarity of the questions and with attention to the equivalence of
the post-questions to the pre-questions. Those that were unclear
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or were not precisely equivalent were rewritten.
Although it complicated the scoring process, the
randomization of positive and negative directions of the
responses was done in response to the point made by Keochakian
(1970):
Wording all items in one direction is a distinct
shortcoming in the scale in that it violates a
basic rule in attitude scale construction (Likert,
1932 ). He states, ''To avoid any space error or any
tendency to a stereotyped response it seems
desirable to have the different statements so
worded that about one-half of them have one end of
the attitude continuun corrresponding to the left
or upper part of the reaction alternatives and the
other half have the same end of the attitude
continuun corresponding to the right or lower part
of the reaction alternative (p. ^16).” Thus, if
acquiescence or 'yeasaying* is operating in one's
responses to the scale, then there is a systematic
confounding of this set to respond in a po stive
way with procontent attitudes (pp. 11-12).
The final forms of the Couple Pre- and Post-Questionnaires
are found in Appendixes 2 and 3.
5 . Design of the Qergy Pre- and Post-Counseling
Questionnaires
. The process of designing the Clergy
Questionnaires was similar to that for designing the Couples
Questionnaires. A special effort was made to assure clergy that
their responses would be coded in such a way that the researcher
would not be able to make any connection between either the
clergy or couple responses and the name of the clergyperson
providing the pmc. This was important to diminish, as much as
possible, social desirability types of responses by clergy. One
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of the ways that this could be tested, or at least sampled, was
to compare the report of the couple of how much time was spent
with the clergy report. There were few serious discrepancies,
and those could be explained by different perceptions of the
passage of time by a bored or enthusiastic couple.
Another difference between the Qergy and Couple
Questionnaires derived from the greater focus on couple or clergy
in different hypotheses. Thus, Hypothesis Cne (enhanced
communication by the couple) could be measured both from the
perspective of the couple and from the evaluation by the clergy.
Hypothesis Two (enhanced confidence on the part of the clergy)
could be reported directly by clergy but could only be indirectly
measured in the perceptions of the couple as they evaluated their
interaction with their minister. Hypothesis Three (willingness
of clergy to spend more time to do adequate pmc) was measured
attitudinally by the various questions about willingness to spend
time, but it was also measured behaviorally in terms of actual
time spent. Hypothesis Four (couples' satisfaction with pmc with
Co-SEE in comparison with other treatments) again can be directly
reported by the couples and only indirectly evaluated by clergy.
Hypothesis Five (openness to using a third person in solving
marital difficulties) involved the greatest degree of
subjectivity on the Clergy Questionnaire since even the couples'
estimate of this represents a behavior to be predicted one or
more years in the future.
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As mentioned earlier, the content of the questionnaire
represented a distillation of conjecture into measurable
hypotheses. In that sense the content of the questionnaires is
based to some degree on the responses of clergy on the 1974
questionnaire. The final forms of the Pre— and Post—Counseling
questionnaires are found in Appendixes 4 and 5.
6. Rel iabil ity test of Coupl e Pre-Counseling
Questionnaire
. The reliability test of the Couple Pre-Counseling
Questionaire was done through a pre-test/ post-test design with a
class of undergraduates in anthropology. The number enrolled in
the class was about 60, but only 48 were present on the day of
the pre-test. Due to other absences on the day of the post-test
three weeks later, only 36 usable comparisons resulted. The
level of reliability ( .64) was found to be at the low end of the
range of acceptable correlations. However, there were several
factors inherent in the design of new questionnaires to elicit
very specialized information that help to account for the large
margin of error. A major factor is the amount of imagination
required of a group of undergraduates, many of them first and
second year students, to respond in terms of an imaginary
potential marriage partner and, at the same time, imagine being
in relationship with an imaginary minister. Because of this,
many of the questions could not be answered meaningfully by the
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students. This would seem to build into the reliability test a
greater than desirable amount of inconsistency in the reponses.
An additional factor contributing to the relatively low
reliability figure was the presence of one extremely deviant
score (a discrepancy of 57 points between test and re-test). In
addition, there were two scores with discrepancies of 35 and 29.
Four others were in the 1^1-25 range. Of the remaining 29 (N=36),
were in the range of 6-13
.
and 15 were in the 0-5 range.
Taking all these factors into account, this author considers the
reliability test to be within the acceptable range.
An admitted shortcoming in the research design is the
failure to subject the clergy form to reliability testing.
However, manbers of the Amherst Clergy Association had already
been exposed to lectures and workshops on pmc by the author and
were not, therefore, a usable group. To find a new pool of
clergy outside the pool v*io had responded to the 1974
questionnaire would have required an elaborate and time-consuning
process of communication and selection. Since the pool of clergy
(N = 169) available for randomization for the study was already
small, and since any clergy exposed to the reliability study
could not meaningfully do the pre-questionnaire again as part of
the experimental design, the use of any large number of clergy
from the pool would have eliminated too many from the final
randomization process (see section 8 below). Unlike the Couple
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CJuestionnaires
,
where a class of undergraduates could, at least
to a reasonable degree, imagine themselves in the situation of
being in pmc
,
no population other than clergy would have had the
kinds of experience that would enable them to respond
meaningfully to the Qergy Questionnaires.
The absence of validity studies of the questionnaires is
justified on the grounds detailed in the previous chapter and in
section 3, above, concerning the questionable applicability of
many well-validated tests to the real world (Guerney, 1977;
Olson, 1977; Ebel
, 1975; Ashton and Goldberg, 1973; Pfeiffer and
Heslin, 1973; Buros, 1965f 1972; Sanford, 1965). In addition to
these doubts about the relevance of all the internal validity
data adduced in favor of many tests and instrunents, press of
time reinforced this decision. To subject the questionnaires to
a lengthy process of validity testing would have seriously
delayed the field test of Co-SEE. Therefore, this author opted
for the immediate relevance of the information being sought
through the questionnaires and for the face validity of the
questions in light of professional experience and the data
gleaned from the 1974 questionnaire. In a sense, this study
represents a first test of the validity of the Pre- and
Post-Counseling Questionnaires as research tools for studying
pmc.
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7. Invitation ^ clergy from the 1974 pool . An invitation
was sent to the 169 respondents to the 1974 questionnaire
inviting them to participate in a study of pmc. Of the 97
replies, 79 expressed a willingness to participate, but only 37
indicated availability for a workshop introducing them to Co-SEE
on one of the two dates proposed by the author. Three additional
response cards were randomly selected and added to the 37 to make
a pool of 40. A table of randan nunbers was then used to assign
the 40 to four different Treatment Groups. Only one of the three
respondents v^o had not indicated availability for a workshop
date turned up in Group 1, the group that was to be introduced to
Co-SEE by a workshop. That card was traded randomly for one of
the cards in another Theatment Group, so that there were four
groups of ten clergy, and all members of Group 1 were available
for at least one of the two offered workshop dates.
The ideal design at this point was for each of 40 clergy to
do pmc according to one of the randomly assigned treatments in
the course of the ensuing year with four couples. The optimum
figure would have been 40 couples per treatment group, for a
total of 160 couples. The author recognized that there would be
some shrinkage of the sample due to some clergy moving away,
dropping out, or simply not having four weddings during the time
of the experiment. A realistic minimum estimate of eight clergy
in each treatment group doing at least three couples yielded a
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projected minimum sample size of 96 . The much greater than
anticipated shrinkage of the sample (see Appendix 6 for details)
created some serious problems of statistical instability, as will
be noted in the following chapter.
8. Design of the packets . The materials sent to
participating clergy were carefully packaged to ensure that
questionnaires would be used in the correct sequence, be returned
promptly, be coded in a way that assured both couples and clergy
that the material would be kept confidential and also that the
questionnaires from the same clergyperson and the couples s/he
couiseled could be compared. Also, an answer form was provided
with each questionnaire to expedite correct order and rapid
return
.
One aspect of correct sequence was that each clergyperson
was asked to fill out the Pre-Counseling Questionnaire
immediately and return it before even looking at the treatment
methodology (Group) to which they had been assigned. This was
important to assure a minimum of bias or contamination of the
attitude of the clergy before embarking on the experimental use
of an assigned treatment. Equally important, and therefore not
left to the initiative or organizational skill of the clergy, was
that there not be confusion about which form the couple filled
out before, and which after, pmc. This was handled by color
coding as well as a careful letter of instruction and the packing
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of the material in such a way that materials came up in the order
in which they were to be used.
The covering letters, both to clergy and to the couples, and
the concluding paragraph of the questionnaires urged prompt
return of the questionnaires. This was also facilitated by
attaching a self-addressed, stamped envelope to each Clergy
Questionnaire and each pair of Couple Questionnaires. In other
words, every predictable obstacle under the author's control was
removed
.
A five digit code was worked out for the Qergy
Questionnaires, with an additional digit for couples to indicate
whether the respondent was male or female. The answer sheets
were pre-stamped "male partner" or "female partner." For
example, code number 10111 translates as Treatment Group 1,
clergyperson 01, couple 1, pre-counseling form, male partner. A
final digit 2 indicates pre-counseling, female partner, a final
digit 3 = post-counseling, male partner, and a final digit 4 =
post-counseling, female partner. On the clergy forms, the
pre-counseling form for the first clergyperson in Treatment Group
1 was 10101, with the fourth digit signifying "no couple" (i.e.,
Pre-Counseling form). The Qergy Post-Counseling form for the
first couple was coded 10112, with the fourth digit giving the
couple nunber (couple 1) and the final digit signifying
post-counseling
.
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To enable easy translation into a form that could be used by
the computer for the data analysis, each questionnaire came with
an attached standard five-point optical-scan answer sheet
(DIGITEK DS 1120-C) pre-stamped for male or female, with the
Likert scale (SA to SD) stamped above the five digits to ensure
that the agreement-disagreement scale would correlate visibly and
obviously with the numbers on the DIGITEK forms.
All materials were sent to clergy in a large manila envelope
with the contents subdivided in the following way (each Roman
numeral indicating material clipped together):
I. 1. Qergy letter, indicating lyeatment Group and
general instructions.
2. One Clergy Pre-Counseling form (blue) .
3. One answer form (DIGITEK DS 1120-C).
4. One return envelope, self-addressed and
stamped
.
II. 5. One covering letter for the couple.
6. IWo couple Pre-Counseling Questionnaires
( yellow)
.
7. IWo answer forms—pre-stamped male and female
partner
.
8. One return envelope, stamped and
self-addressed
.
III. 9. For lY-eatment Group 3: Two copies of the
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McDonald Marriage Expectation Inventory
.
For Groups 1 and 2, one copy of Co-SEE.
IV. 10. Two Couple Post
-Counseling Questionnaires
( salmon)
.
11. TWo answer forms, pre-stamped male and
female.
12. Oie stamped, self-addressed envelope.
V* 13* One clergy Post-Counseling Questionnaire
( green) .
14. One answer form.
15. One stamped, self-addressed envelope.
The above represents the process for clergy pre-counseling
and for couple 1. The sequence from II. through V. was then
repeated three times in each packet for the renaining three
couples
.
9. Workshops fo£^ Treatment Group One . TWo all-day
Saturday workshops on Co-SEE were scheduled for the ten clergy
assigned to Treatment Group 1 (Treatment Group 2 used Co-SEE
without workshop. Group 3 used the McDonald Marriage Expectation
Inventory
,
and Group 4 was a Control Group instructed to do what
they had always done regarding pmc) . The workshops were
scheduled for the homes of clergy who were geographically central
to the group of clergy who had agreed to attend on that
particular date. Despite that accomodation, three of the ten
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were prevented from attending by parish emergencies. Immediately
shrinking the sample below the anticipated minimun. All the
clergy \t\o attended the two workshops brought their wives and
were given the same kind of experience as a couple doing Co-SEE
with their minister. The theory behind this is that first-hand
experience of the process is superior to a lecture introducing
Co-SEE. The intention was to give clergy couples a sense of how
a couple feels on the "receiving end." The immediate feedback
from the clergy couples was highly favorable, with the exception
of one couple whose marriage appeared to be under severe stress
and who becane increasingly defensive as the day progressed. The
same clergyperson subsequently reported that he had difficulty
persuading couples to use Co-SEE. When this same minister
submitted his first two forms, and the post-counseling forms of
his first two couples arrived with hostile comments appended, the
author felt justified in eliminating those data from the
experiment as more accurately reflecting the emotional turmoil of
that minister than a true test of the usefulness of Co-SEE.
10. The anal ysis of variance . The data from the DIGITEK
op-scan sheets was pre-screened for double entries, use of ink
instead of pencil, and in general to determine whether the sheet
had been completed. A number of returns from couples had to be
eliminated because of multiple errors in filling out the forms,
or failure to return one set (pre- or post-), a situation the
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author attributes, at least in part, to faulty mail delivery (see
Appendix 6). The usable forms were then converted to punch cards
utilizing optical scanning equipment, and the resulting data were
fed into the ccmiputer.
The anova was applied to each subscale of questions
relating to one of the hypotheses as a means of determining
v^ether there were statistically significant differences in
either positive or negative shifts in attitude toward pmc among
the four Treatment Groups. Although Treatment Groups 1 and 2
compare Co-SEE with and without the introductory workshop, the
author's main interest in the statistical analysis of this first
field test of Co-SEE was to see whether there were any
significant differences in attitude toward pmc on the part of
clergy and couples vrtien Cto-SEE was compared with the McDonald
Marriage Ex pectation Inventory and with the Control Group. The
results of the analysis of variance are shown in the following
chapter
.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The mein mode of analysis of the Qergy Pre-Counseling and
Post-Counseling Questionnaires (Q's) and the Couples Pre- and
Post-Counseling Q was an analysis of variance (anova) using the
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) computer
program. Each of five hypotheses was analyzed independently by
separating subscales from the Q’s for analysis of variance by sex
(couples only*)
,
and by Group (treatment)
.
In addition, three questions relating specifically to
preference on the part of clergy for Co-SEE or a methodology
similar to it were cross-tabulated and compared by groups (using
the anova) as a supplemental analytical process to test the
appropriateness of further investment of effort in researching
and applying Co-SEE.
One further refinement was added to the analysis of
Hypothesis 3. Since the anova dealt only with degrees of shift
in attitude toward the amount of time spent, the "usual” and
"actual" time spent on pmc (premarital counseling) were also
tabulated for comparison.
* Although there were women clergy in the original pool, only one
was among the 40 clergy randomized for the study, and she
withdrew because of dissatisfaction with the McDonald Ma r r i ag
e
Ex pectation Inventory as a methodology.
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Hypothesis J
The hypothesis is that there is no difference among the four
Treatment Groups in couples* perception of change in their
ability to communicate with each other after pmc. The subscale
of questions from the couples' Pre- and Post-Counseling Q tapped
in analysis of HI includes the following: 4, 5, 6, 23, 24, 27,
29, 40, 44, 46 (See Appendixes 2 and 3)- Eased largely on the
shrinkage of the anticipated sample from 160 couples to 36
completed and useable couple responses, the decision was made to
treat the couples statistically as individuals, a decision borne
out by the anova, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Analysis of Variance of Effect of Sex and Group
On Couples* Perception of Enhanced Communication
Sum of Mean
Source df Squares Square F F Prob.
Main effects
Sex 1 1.389 1.389 .034 .854
Group 3 295. 152 98. 384 2. 429 .073
2
-Way
Interactions
Sex X Group 3 28.867 9.622 .238 .870
Residual 64 2592.592
Total 71 291 8. 000
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Although the main effect for Group falls just short of the
.05 level of significance (p=.073). the effect of sex does not
approach statistical significance. This supports the premise
that the Group effect is the main source of differentiation,
within the statistical limitations imposed by the small sample.
The tabulation of mean positive (or negative) shifts and of
minimum and maximum scores by groups is shown in Table 2.
Table 2
Tabulation of Means for Sub-Scale for Couples*
Enhanced Communication
Group N Mean
Standard
Dev iation
Standard
Error
Min
.
Score
Max
.
Score
Grp 1 34 4. 3529 6.7099 1 . 1507 -7.00 21.00
Grp 2 14 -.5100 4.0335 1 . 0780 -6.00 9.00
Grp 3 12 . 6667 5.8049 1.6757 -10.00 8.00
Grp 4 12 3.5833 7. 1026 2. 0503 -6.00 15.00
Total 72 2.6667 -10.00 21.00
A reading of Table 2 indicates that both on means and on
range of shifts Group 1 is higher than Groups 2 and 3. and only
slightly higher than Group M. These figures are compared in a
Contrast Coefficient Matrix to determine if there is any
statistically significant difference among the groups. The
configuration of the matrix is shown in Table 3.
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Contrast 1
Contrast 2
Contrast 3
Table 3
Contrast Coefficient Matrix
Group 1 Minus Group 2
(Co-SEE with
workshop)
Group 1 Minus Group 3
(Co-SEE
without
workshop)
(Me Donald
Marriage
Ex pectation
Inven tory)
Group Minus Group
(Control
group
—
Usual method
of pmc)
The results of these three comparisons among the groups are shown
in Table 4. Ihe Pooled Variance Estimate is used rather than the
Separate Variance Estimate as a result of the Bartlett and
Cochran tests for Homogeneity of Variance. Since these fell short
of statistical significance, the more rigorous pooled estimate is
used
.
Table 4
Pooled Variance Estimate to Determine Differences
Among Groups on Couples' Report of Enhanced Cbmmunication
Val ue S. Error T . Va 1 ue df T. Prob
Contrast 1 4.85 1.97 2.46 68.0 . C16
Contrast 2 3.69 2.09 1.77 68.0 . 082
Contrast 0.77 2.09 0.37 68.0 .713
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The comparison of Group 1 minus Group 2 is significant (p<.05),
and the comparison of Group 1 minus Group 3 is suggestive of
change but falls short of significance (p=.082). The comparison
of Group 1 and Group 4 is not significant.
Although the primary focus of Hypothesis One was the
couples' perception of enhanced communication, question 37 on the
clergy Q's was directly related to this hypothesis:
Pre: "At the end of premarital counseling most couples know each
other well enough to marry wisely."
Post: "At the end of premarital counseling this couple know each
other well enough to marry wisely."
This author recognized that personal differences among couples
(age, experience, learnings from previous marriage, length of
relationship to minister, etc.) which could not be controlled
might render these data meaningless. Nevertheless the mean
differences were tabulated on the chance that significant
differences among the groups might appear. The results are shown
in Table 5.
Table 5
Mean Pre-Q and Post-Q Scores on Clergy Question 37
Pre-Q Po st-Q
Group 1 2.83 4. 1
Group 2 2.75 3.7
Group 3 3.0 4.0
Group 4 3.0 4.3
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The clergy in all four treatment groups shifted in a positive
direction at a similar rate. The virtual uniformity of the
shifts does not support further calculation.
Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2 states that there is no difference in the
changed level of confidence of clergy as premarital counselors
using the four different treatments.
The sub sc ale of questions from the clergy Q’s included the
following questions: 2, 3 , 6, 7, 8, 12, 13. 15, 16, 18, 20-30,
32, 33, 35, 37, 38, 39 (See Appendixes 4 and 5). The scores were
subjected to the analysis of variance using the SPSS computer
program. The results are shown in Table 6.
Table 6
Analysis of Variance of Clergy Groups
Regarding Level of Confidence
Source df
Sum of
Squares
Mean
Squares F F Prob.
Between Groups 3 54898. 61 1
1
18299.5370 2.3069 .1211
Within Groups 14 1 11055.8333 7932.5595
Total 17 1 65954. 4444
Within the statistical limitations of the small sample, the level
of significance (p=.12) may be taken as suggestive of differences
among the treatment groups. This appears to be the case when the
tabulation of the means (mean shifts) and minimum and maximun
scores is examined in Table 7.
Table 7
Tabulation of Mean Scores for Level of (kjnfidence of
Clergy by Treatment Groups
Group Mean
Standard
Dev iation
Standard
Error
Minimum
Score
Max imun
Score
Grp 1 6 150. 1667 94.0349 38. 3896 0 268.00
Grp 2 4 54.5000 1 13. 7878 56. 8939 -1 00.000 168.00
Grp 3 3 125.0000 66. 1438 38. 1881 75.000 200.00
Grp 4 5 20. 0000 69 . 3722 31.0242 -75.000 100.00
Total 18 88.5556 -1 00. 000 268. 00
« To
couple
ask clergy to
was judged
fill out a
impr actical
new pre-counseling
. Therefore, as
form for
a matter
statistical integrity the post-counseling scores of each minister
were averaged for comparison with the pre-counseling scores. The
small N reflects 18 ministers counseling 36 couples, which is 72
individual s.
The wide range of mean shifts (XI =150. 2, X4=20) and the
difference in range of scores from 0 to 268 for Group 1 and from
-75 to ICO for Group 4, suggest that significant differences will
be shown when the means are compared using the Contrast
Coefficient Matrix (See Table 3, above). The results are shown
in the Pooled Variance estimate (again used because the Cochran
and Bartlett Tests for Homogeneity of Variance fell short of
significance) shown in Table 8.
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Table 8
Pooled Variance Estimate Among Clergy Treatment Groups
For Level of Confidence
Val ue S. Error T . Va 1 ue df T. Pr ob
Contrast 1 95.67 57.49 1.66 14.0
. 118
Contrast 2 25. 17 62.98 0 Xr 0 14.0 .695
Contrast 3 130 . 17 53.93 2. 41 14. 0 .030
The comparison between Group 1 and Group 4 is significant
(p<.05). These data indicate that clergy introduced to Co-SEE in
workshops showed a significant positive shift in "confidence as
premarital counselors" compared with clergy in the Control Group.
Oi this basis the second hypothesis is rejected.
Hypothesis 3
The third hypothesis is that there is no difference among
the Treatment Groups in clergy's willingness to spend more time
to do adequate premarital counseling. The hypothesis was tested
on the basis of the following subscale of questions from the
Clergy Pre- and Post-Counseling forms: 1, 2, 9, 10, 11, 18, 25,
26, 29, 32, 33, 35, 40, 41 (see Appendixes 4 and 5 )
.
In addition to the analysis of variance using the SPSS
computer program, the last two items dealing with the actual
amount of time spent were tabulated and computed, thereby adding
an objective behavioral measure to the test of attitude reflected
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by the subscale as a whole. That is, a measurement of actual
time spent was placed alongside expressions of willingness and
enthusiasm for spending more time on pmc. The anova using the
subscale is shown in Table 9 .
Table 9
Analysis of Variance by Group for Attitude Shift
Regarding Amount of Time Spent in PM-C
Source df
Sum of
Squares
Mean
Squares F F. Prob
Between Grps 3 218881 4. 4167 729604.8056 .8930 .4690
Within Gr ps 14 11428062. 0833 817004.4345
Total 17 13626876.5000
The anova failed to reach statistical significance, suggesting
either the absence of a shift in attitude toward the amount of
time spent or the failure of the subscale accurately to measure
such a shift if it existed. The absence of such a shift cannot
be docunented in the present study but leaves unanswered
questions in light of the more objective measure of behavior
(actual time spent) .
Questions 40 and 41 on the Pre-Counseling Questionnaire
asked for "usual number of sessions" and "usual length of
session" in pmc (See Appendix i|). The Post-Counseling Q’s asked
for "Number of sessions with this couple" and "Usual length of
sessions with this couple." (See Appendix 5 ). Tabulation of the
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average time estimated by clergy on the pre-counseling form and
actual time spent with the couples in this study are shown in
Table 10.
Table 10
Usual and Actual Time* Spent by Clergy on PMC
Group N*«
Us ual
(pre-counseling estim.)
Ac tual
(This study)
Grp 1 6 4. 14 4. 60+++
Grp 2 4 3.00++ 3- 75+++
Grp 3 3 2.83 5. 00+
Grp 4 5 3. 40 2.72 +
* In hours and fractions of hours. Plus signs ( + ;
open end factor ( ”or more") for which no numerical value could be
assigned
.
** This is the number of clergy. The actual number of
post-counseling returns for couples is 36. See note under Table
7.
The' presence of the large open-end factor renders the data in
Table 10 incompatible with statistical analysis. Nevertheless,
the presence of substantial positive shifts in the first three
Treatment Groups, representing average increases of well over
one half hour to well over two hours in actual time spent, and
the presence of a substantial negative shift in the control
group, representing a decrease of nearly 3/^ of an hour, is of
interest. Even without the statistical treatment there is some
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preliminary evidence for rejecting the hypothesis, since actual
behavior measured in time spent is probably a more reliable
indicator than the attempt to measure an attitude shift toward
spending more time. In light of the generally negative response
to the MEI (Group 3). the large increase in amount of time spent
in Group 3 will bear discussion.
Hypothesis
_4
The hypothesis is that couples report no difference in
satisfaction with pmc when done with Co-SEE than with the other
treatments. For this hypothesis there were subscales in both the
Clergy and Couple Pre- and Post- Q*s. The sub sc ale from the
clergy Q's included the following questions: 7. 8, 35, 26 (See
Appendixes 4 and 5). The anova is shown in Table 11.
Table 11
Analysis of Variance for Clergy Groups Estimating
Couples' Satisfaction With PMC According to Treatment
Source df
Sum of
Squares
Mean
Squares F F. Prob
Between Groups 3 453046.7778 151015.5926 1.0938 . 3842
Within Groups 14 1932854. 1667 1 38061.01 19
Total 17 2385900. 9444
A recurrent problem with the small statistical sample is
reflected in the failure of the analysis to reach significance.
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despite the appesrance of substantial differences in the
tabulation of means and minimum and maximum shifts. The author
was aware that clergy estimates of couples' satisfaction were
subjective at best. The failure of the anova to reach
statistical significance renders further analysis of these data
meaningless
.
To determine the levels of satisfaction expressed by couples
(computed as individuals)
,
the following subscale of questions
for the Pre- and Post- Q's was tabulated and subjected to the
analysis of vsriance: 1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 15, 17, 21 through 41, 44.
45, 46, 50, 51 , 53 . The anova tested for differences by sex and
by group, as shown in Table 12.
Table 12
Analysis of Variance by Group for
Overall Satisfaction
Couples* Estimate
wi th PM C
of
Source df
Sum of
Squares
Mean
Squares F F Prob
.
Main effects
Sex 1 24. 500 24. 500 .251 .619
Group 3 937. 169 312. 390 3.205 .029
2
-Way
Interactions
Sex X Group 3 226.227 75.409 .774 .513
Residual 64 6238. 104 97. 470
Total 71 7426. 000 104.592
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The anova indicates that there are significant differences
among Treatment Groups (p<.05) and that sex differences are not
significant. The tabulation of means and minimtm and maximim
scores is shown in Table I 3 .
Table 13
Tabulation of Means and Minimum and Maximum Scores
For Couples* Estimate of Satisfaction, by Treatment Groups
Group N Mean
Standard
Dev iation
Standard
Error
Minimum
Score
Max imum
Score
Grp 1 34 10.5882 10. 3693 1.7783 -12.0000 32. 0000
Grp 2 14 5. 4286 8. 9504 2. 3921 -8.0000 20.0000
Grp 3 12 1.2500 7. 4848 2. 1607 -1 3.0000 9.0000
Grp 4 12 10. 4167 10.7995 3.1175 -8.0000 27.0000
The data were compared using the Contrast Coefficient Matrix
and subjected to the Cochran and Bartlett Tests of Homogeneity of
Variance
.
Since the results were not significant
,
the more
rigorous Pooled Variance Estimate is used rather than the
Separate Variance Estimate
.
The results are shown in Table 14.
Table 14
Pooled Variance Estimate Among Treatment Groups for
Couples' Overall Satisfaction with PMC
Value S. Error T. Value df T. Prob.
Contrast 1 5. 1597 3. 1120 1.663 68.0 . 101
Contrast 2 9.3382 3.2800 2. 847 68.0 . 006
Contrast 3 . 1716 3.2800 . 052 68.0 .958
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The difference between Group 1 and Group 3 is significant
(p<.01). The difference between Group 1 and Group 2 approaches
significance (p=.10). The differences among couples on Contrast
2 (Group 1 minus Group 3) suggest that Hypothesis ^4 may be
rejected, at least in comparison between Co-SEE and the McDonald
MEI.
Hypo the si s 5
The hypothesis is that there is no difference among the
Treatment Groups in couples’ openness to use of a third person
early in marriage (pre-crisis) . There were subscales for both
clergy and couples which were tabulated and subjected to the
anova using the SPSS computer program.
Clergy
The subscale for clergy included the following questions
from the Pre- and Post-Counseling Q's: 10, 11, 13t 16, 23 , 31
1
36, 38 (See Appendixes 4 and 5). The scores for these questions
were tabulated and subjected to the anova by group, as shown in
Table 15.
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Table 15
Analysis of Variance for Clergy Estimate of Couples'
Readiness to Seek CXjtside Help, by Treatment Group
Source df
Sum of
Squares
Mean
Squares F Ratio F Prob.
Between Groups 3 209030. 4444 69676.8148 1.5092 .2555
Within Groups 14 646332.5000 461 66. 6071
Total 17 855362.9444
The failure to attain statistical significance, despite
apparently substantial differences in mean scores between Groups
1 and 2 compared with Groups 3 and 4, suggest outcomes that can
be interpreted as no more than suggestive of trends rather than
definitive. The F Probability ( .256) is not close enough to
statistical significance to justify further statistical
treatment
.
Coupl es
The sub sc ale for H5 from the Couples' Pre- and Post- Q's
included the following items: 6, 7, 13. 20, 27, 29, 30, 32, 33,
34, 37, 40, 41, 43, 44, 45, 46, 48, 51 through 56 (see Appendixes
2 and 3) . The scores were tabulated and subjected to the anova
using the SPSS computer package. The anova is shown in Table 16.
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Table 16
Analysis of Variance of Couples by Group
For Estimated Readiness to Seek Outside Help
Source df
Sum of
Squares
Mean
Squares F F Prob
Main Effects
Sex 1 42.014 42.014
. 431 .514
Group 3 943.325 314. 442 3.229 .028
2
-Way
Interactions
Sex X Group 3 153.283 51.094 .525 . 667
Residual 64 6232.697 97.386
Total 71 7371.000 103.821
Differences by sex are not significant. Differences between
groups are significant (p<.05).
The means for the couples were then tabulated, as shown in
Table 17.
Table 17
Tabulation of Means and Maximum and Minimum Scores
For Couples' Estimate of Readiness to Seek CXjtside Help
Group N Mean
Standard
Deviation
Standard
Error
Minimum
Score
Max im urn
Score
Grp 1 34 9.5294 10. 9274 1 . 8740 -8. 00 37.00
Grp 2 14 4. 7857 8.7194 2. 3304 -7.00 27. 00
Grp 3 12 .7500 7 . 6411 2.2058 -12.00 12.00
Grp 4 12 1 1.0833 8. 8262 2.5479 -1 . 00 37.00
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Noticeable in these results are the very low mean score for Group
3 (X3 =.7500) and the appearance of the highest mean in the
control group ()(4 =1 1.0833). These figures were compared using
the Contrast Coefficient Matrix (See Table 3, above). The
results were tested for homogeneity of variance using the Cochran
and Bartlett Tests for Homogeneity of Variance, which fell short
of statistical significance. . Therefore the more rigorous Pooled
Estimate of Variance was used. The results are shown in Table
18.
Table 18
Pooled Variance Estimate by Group for Couples’
Estimate of Readiness to Seek Outside Help
Val ue S. Error T. Value df T. Prob
Contrast 1 4.7437 3.0875 1.536 68.0 . 129
Contrast 2 8.7794 3. 2646 2.689 68.0 . 009
Contrast 3 -1.5539 3.2646 -0.476 68.0 .636
The difference between Group 1 and Group 3 is sigi
(p< .01 )
.
Although Clergy estimates of couple readiness to seek third
person help failed to reach statistically significant
differences, the more important measure of attitude was that of
the couples. The significant contrast between Groups 1 and 3
provides some support for rejection of the hypothesis within the
limitations already stated and to be elaborated in the following
chapter
.
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Preference for Method Sub sc ale
In addition to testing the five hypotheses with the analysis
of variance procedure, a subscale was developed to test the
reaction of clergy specifically to Co-SEE (Groups 1 and 2),
specifically to the McDonald MEI (Group 3), and to the idea of a
structured interview process (i.e., something like Co-SEE, Group
^) . The results from Group 4 cannot be meaningfully compared
with the results from the other groups since the question for
Group 4 was hypothetical and therefore inherently ambiguous. The
results for Groups 1, 2, and 3» however, represent direct
responses to actual conditions, using different methods under
field conditions. Some meaningful data on clergy attitudes
toward use of Co-SEE and the McDonald MEI might be expected to
emerge
.
The questions from the Clergy Pre- and Post-Counseling Q's
were 27, 30, and 32 (See Appendixes 4 and 5). Each question was
treated separately and comparisons were made between Groups 1 and
3 and between Groups 2 and 3* The means for Question 27 are
shown in Table 19.
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Table 19
Tabulation of Means for Qergy on Question 27 of
Preference for Method Subscale
Group N* Mean
Standard
Deviation
1 22 1.1364 0. 4676
2 9 1.3333 0.8660
3 6 0.8333 0.7528
ALL 37 1.1351 0. 6308
* N=37 because all the complete sets of clergy Pre- and Post-
Questionnaire returns were used regardless of whether all of the
couple returns were complete. This seems justifiable because
there are no direct comparisons with the data from couples in
this sub sc ale.
Although the mean scores for Groups 1 and 2 are noticeably higher
than the mean scores for Group 3. the anova did not show levels
of statistical significance in the differences. The anova is
shown in Table 20.
Table 20
Analysis of Variance among Groups
For Clergy Preference of Method Subscale on Question 27
Source df
Sum of
Squares
Mean
Squares F. Value F. Prob
Treatment 2 0. 900 0. 4500 1 . 1398 0.3318
Error 34 13. ^2^ 0. 3948
Total 36 14. 324
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Table 21
Group
Tabulation of Means
Preference
for Clergy on Question 30 ^
for Method Subscale
Standard
N Mean Deviation
1 22 1. 1818 0.9580
2 9 0.3333 0.7071
3 6
-0.5000 0.8367
ALL 37 0.7027 1.0766
Table 22
Analysis of Variance among Groups
For Qergy Preference of Method Subscale on Question 30
Source df
Sum of
Squares
Mean
Squares F . Va 1 ue F. Pr ob
Treatment 2 14.957 7.4785 9. 4973 0.0005
Error 3^ 26.773 0.7874
Total 36 41.730
For (ijestion 30 the anova showed a level of significance (p<.001)
that justified comparisons among Treatment Groups. The Separate
Variance Estimate was used in each case, and the results for
CXiestion 30 are shown in Table 23.
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Table 23
Separate Variance Estimate Comparing Clergy
By Groups on Preference for Method Subscale on Q 30
Comparison Val ue S. Error T. Value df T. Prob.
Grp 1 - Grp 3 1.6818 0. 3980 4.2260 8.9 0.0023
Grp 2 - Grp 3 0. 8333 0. 4150 2.0080 9.5 0.0738
The comparison between Groups 1 and 3 is significant (p<.005) and
the comparison between Groups 2 and 3 falls just short of the .05
level (p=.07) . On Question 30 clergy who were introduced to
Co-SEE in a workshop show a significant preference for Co-SEE as
a method compared with clergy who used the McDonald MEI. Clergy
who received Co-SEE in the mail show a near-significant
preference compared with clergy using the MEI.
Table 24
Tabulation of Means for Clergy on Question 32 of
Preference for Method Subscale
Group N
1 22
2 9
3 6
Standard
Mean Deviation
0.8182 0. 9069
0.5556 0.7265
-0. 1667 0.7528
0.5946 0.8963All 37
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Table 25
Analysis of Variance among Groups
For Clergy Preference of Method Subscale on (Question 32
Source df
Sum of
Squares
Mean
Squares F . Va 1 ue F. Prob
Treatment 2 4.591 2.2953 3.2078 0.0529
Error 34 24. 328 0.7155
Total 36 28.919
For CXiestion 32 the anova showed a level of significance just
short of the .05 level (p=. 053), justifying further comparison
among the treatment groups using the Separate Variance Estimate,
shown in Table 26.
Table 26
Separate Variance Estimate Comparing Clergy
By Groups on Preference for Method Subscale on (^estion 32
Com par iso
n
Val ue S. Error T. Value df T. Prob.
Grp 1 - Grp 3 0.9848 0. 3631 2.7124 9.3917 0.0230
Grp 2 - Grp 3 0.7222 0.3913 1.8459 1 0.586 0.0930
As with Question 30, the comparison of Group 1 with Group 3 is
significant at the .05 level (p=.023)f and the comparison of
Group 2 with Group 3 falls short of the .05 level (p=.093) but is
susgestive of a difference that might have been manifest in a
larger sample. On the basis of significant differences on two of
the three questions on the subscale, there is evidence of a
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perference on the part of clergy for Co-SEE over the McDonald
MEI. That preference was clearer for those clergy (Group 1) who
were introduced to Co-SEE in a workshop.
CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
The purpose of the research, the results of which are
reported in the previous chapter, was to provide the first field
test of Co-SEE by clergy, and to determine whether there was any
measureable difference in clergy and couple response to pmc under
different treatments. Ihe research was broad and exploratory,
and the tentativeness of the conclusions to be drawn will reflect
this. In addition, unanticipated shrinkage of the sample led to
statistically unstable numbers which resulted in large margins of
error and loss of statistical power even vrfiere the difference in
means would have suggested real differences. Despite these
difficulties, and despite deficiencies in the design of the
research questionnaires (particularly the insufficient
discrimination by the subscales for couple communication and for
clergy attitudes toward spending more time, as a result of which
HI and H3 were not tested as conclusively as this author had
hoped)
,
some significant differences did emerge from the data
which suggest that clergy are not generally satisfied with the
quality of pmc that they offer, and that Co-SEE may be welcomed
as a useful methodology. This appeared especially true both for
clergy and couples v^en Co—SEE was compared with the McDonald
Marriage Expectation Inventory .
Ill
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Out of a pool of 169 clergy, 59 accepted the invitation to
participate in the study, but only 37 of those were available for
one of the two workshop dates. This small number may reflect, in
part, reluctance of clergy to add to their already crowded
schedules. Some of the attrition of the final sample, both among
clergy and couples, probably reflects the greater than
anticipated intrusiveness of filling out the Pre- and
Post-Counseling Questionnaires. The author did not expect the
ideal (four cells of 10 clergy, each working with four couples,
i .e
.
,
40 clergy seeing 160 couples), but a not unreasonable
expectation was seven or eight clergy in each Theatment Group
seeing two or three couples, for an absolute minimum of 28 clergy
seeing no fewer than 56 couples in one year. Instead the study
ended with 18 clergy and 36 couples (treated for statistical
purposes as 72 individuals) who submitted complete and usable
answer sheets. (A fuller discussion of the shrinkage of the
sample will be found in Appendix 6).
Five hypotheses were tested by subjecting the scores of the
Clergy Pre- and Post-Counseling Questionnaires and the Couples
Pre- and Post-Counseling Questionnaires to analysis of variance
procedures. These hypotheses are as follows:
HI. There is no difference among the four Treatment Groups
in couples' perception of change in their ability to communicate
with each other after pmc.
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H2. There is no difference in the changed level of
confidence of clergy as premarital counselors using the four
different treatments.
H3. There is no difference among the Treatment Groups in
clergy's willingness to spend more time to do adequate pmc.
HM. Couples report no difference in satisfaction with pmc
when done with Co-SEE than with other treatments.
H5. There is no difference among the Trealanent Groups in
couples' openness to use of a third person early in marriage
(pre-crisis) .
In addition to the specific focus of H2 on clergy confidence
and of H3 on the willingness of clergy to spend more time on pmc,
a special subscale attempted to measure directly the attitude of
clergy toward use of Co-SEE (Groups 1 and 2), use of McDonald MEI
(Group 3). and to the idea of using a structured process similar
to (X3-SEE (Group ^4)
.
An interesting general result from the analysis of variance
for HI, H4, and H5 for couples (See Tables 1, 12, and 16) is that
the sex of the respondent does not appear to be a significant
differentiating factor. This tends to cast some doubt on a
"myth", still widely held among clergy, that women are more
receptive and less resistant than men. None of the data from
this study would support that belief. In contrast, the
differences by Group (same Tables) approached significance for HI
(p=.073) and were significant for and H5 (p<.05 for both).
The elimination of the sex of the respondents as a
differentiating factor on the Couples Questionnaires simplifies
the discussion. Only the differences among Treatment Groups need
be considered in the analysis of variance testing each
hypothesis
.
Hypothesis J
Since communication is viewed as essential to a couple
relationship (Levinger and Raush, 1977) and since enhancement of
communication is generally seen as a key goal of pmc (Sabey,
1975; Rutledge, 1966), this hypothesis attempted to test
perception on the part of clergy and couples of enhanced
communication between partners. The only significant difference
among couples was between Groups 1 and 2 (p<.01), both of which
used Co-SEE. One plausible explanation for this surprising
difference emerges from a sampling bias in the composition of the
clergy groups which, because of the small numbers, show
differences that probably would have been eliminated in a larger
sample (See Appendix 6)* Group 2 clergy, who used Co-SEE without
a workshop, turn out to be the oldest and most experienced. In
light of the paucity of CPE* (Sabey, 1975; Hiltner, 1975b), this
* Qinical Pastoral Education, which includes training in
listening skills.
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lack may have inclined them to do more talking and leading than
is desirable with Co-SEE. Learning to function as facilitator
rather than as teacher/authority is a behavioral change on the
part of clergy that can be both taught and modeled in a workshop.
Ihe provision of a workshop for Ooup 1 clergy, and the
differences in age and experience, could explain the significant
difference between the two Groups.
Although falling short of significance (p=.083), the
difference between Group 1 and Group 3 is suggestive of enhanced
communication on the part of the Co-SEE couples compared with the
McDonald MEI couples. Since the MEI is the only one of the
treatments in which couples have the opportunity to do some of
the work without the presence of the third person, this nearly
significant difference (p=.08) on the anova for enhanced
communication may be supportive of the claim that a major value
of Co-SEE is learning on the part of the couple to use a third
person to facilitate communication and problem-solving.
The lack of differentiation between Group 1 (Co-SEE with
workshop) and Group (Control Group) appears at least in part to
be due to the small sample which did not absorb the effect of two
very deviant scores in Group 4. The degree of satisfaction
reported by these two Control Group couples seems out of
proportion to what was received. Both couples reported that the
amount of time spent was between 1 1/2 and 2 hours, that the main
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focus was preparation for the wedding service, and that the
minister did most of the talking. How, under such limited
circunstances
,
these couples could have experienced a major gain
in communication is a point which this author finds difficult to
understand
.
That this hypothesis cannot be rejected may be attributable
in part to the shrunken statistical sample and in part to
insufficient refinement of the subscale, a point which also
applies to the clergy Q (#37, Appendixes 4 and 5) which also
failed to differentiate among any of the treatment groups (Table
5). In this case the cause may have been, in part, qualities
intrinsic to the couples being counseled; i .e
. ,
some couples,
regardless of the prac methodology used by their minister, were
more mature, better communicators, etc. than other couples,
hence, by definition, "better prepared for marriage." In a small
sample this kind of hunan variable is impossible to control.
Another reason why HI remains unresolved may have been a need
experienced by clergy to feel that the particular couples they
join in marriage are sufficiently prepared for marriage, even if
that is demonstrably not true for the majority of all couples who
marry. All of this, however, is speculative and the hypothesis
cannot be said to be either rejected or supported.
If the sample had been larger and if the only significant
difference between Group 1 and Group 2 clergy had been the
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experience of the workshop by the Group 1 clergy, the data would
have lent themselves to the speculation that the only signficant
difference among the four treatments was the workshop rather than
the instrunent. However, the data for HI do not stand alone, and
subsequent differences among the groups suggest that there are
some real differences in the effect of different pmc
methodologies vrfiich fail to show iip in this test of HI.
Hypo thesis 2
One of the reasons offered by clergy for neglecting pmc is
lack of confidence in their ability to do an effective job
(Sabey, 1975). This hypothesis attempted to measure a shift in
feelings of confidence among clergy in the TV'eatment Groups. The
difference between Groups 1 and 2 (Table 8; p=.12), while not at
a level of significance, is suggestive of some gain in confidence
for Group 1 clergy who were introduced to (b-SEE in workshops.
This would be predictable both because the workshops provided
greater familiarity with the instrument and how it is applied,
and also because of possible gains in sensitivity to the
experience of a couple being counseled, which Group 1 clergy
gained through the workshop process.
The significant gain of Group 1 over Group M (Table 8;
p<.05) suggests that clergy who were introduced to Co-SEE in a
workshop gained considerably in self-confidence as premarital
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counselors in comparison to Control Group clergy who continued to
use their accustomed method. While one could argue that no
change would be expected among a group using their accustomed
method, the introduction of an unfamiliar methodology could
easily have pushed Group 1 clergy back to a lower level of
confidence in their pmc skills if the method had not genuinely
enhanced their sense of delivering better quality pmc.
Furthermore, simply participating in the study and filling out
the questionnaires might have induced some shifts in the Control
Group because of a "Hawthorne” effect. In light of these
arguments, Co-SEE appears to have made a genuine contribution to
the confidence of those clergy who used it.
On first examination, the apparent exception to that
conclusion appears to be the lack of significant difference
between Group 1 and Group 3« This result is not surprising,
however, since the McDonald MEI is essentially self-administering
and more structured than any of the other treatments. This would
make it less demanding of input, skill, or creativity on the part
of the minister. Although clergy using the MEI appear to have
felt relatively secure and also spent more actual time than any
other Group (see discussion of H3 in the following section)
,
the
generally negative response to the MEI, both by clergy and
couples as reported in the previous chapter, suggests that there
are reasonably strong grounds for rejecting the null hypothesis.
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That is, Co-SEE does appear to have enhanced the confidence of
the Group 1 and Group 2 clergy who used it.
Hypo thesis 3
Adequate prac is time-consiming
. Many clergy report
spending large amounts of time on marriage counseling but little
on pmc (Sabey, 1975). A pronise of this current research was
that clergy would willingly spend more time on pmc if they felt
that their methodology made a difference to the couples being
counseled. Accordingly, the attempt was made to measure both
attitude toward spending more time and actual time spent. The
results of the attitude measurement are inconclusive (Table 9).
As noted in the previous chapter, the possibility does not exist
within the data to tell viiether there is no measurable shift or
whether the subscale was insufficiently refined to detect one.
Based on the subsequent data, this author suspects that the
design of the subscale was at fault. When actual time spent was
compared (Table 10) with the amount of time usually spent (i.e.,
prior to the study)
,
the Group 3 clergy had not only the largest
shift, but in fact spent more time than any other group. This
puzzling contradiction suggests that the MET may have generated
large amounts of data that couples wanted to work with, but that
the actual process of dealing with it proved not satisfying,
possibly because it was lacking in the dynamic quality of the
interactions generated by Co-SEE.*
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There are clear differences between the actual time spent by
the two Co-SEE Groups in comparison with the Control Group. Also
the comparative shifts are very revealing (Table 10). Group 2
clergy spent in excess of an hour more than Control Group clergy.
Group 1 clergy spent two hours more than the Control Group.
Moreover, the shifts for Groups 1 and 2 are in a positive
direction ( i .e
. ,
toward spending more time) while for Ooup it
is in a negative direction. Since the Control Group's "usual”
and "actual" scores are the only ones based on the same pmc
methodology, one can surmise that the clergy in this group had
over-estimated the amount of time "usually" spent. If the same
over-estimation holds for the other TV'eatment (i*oups, the
positive shifts are even more impressive. If the sociological
maxim, attitude change follows behavior change, is true, then the
changed behavior by clergy using Co-SEE should signal a future
attitude change in the direction of a willingness to spend more
time on pmc using Co-SEE, even though this attitude change failed
to show up in this experimental treatment (Table 9).
Furthermore, as Group 4 clergy fall far short of the 4 hour
level (2.72 hours. Table 10), the proportion of time given to
* While this is conjectural, it is based on personal
communication with the Rev. Philip Hall who participated in a
trial workshop on Co-SEE (not part of this study) , later tried
McDonald MEI on his own, and returned enthusiastically to use of
Co-SEE. Dr. Hall is Pastor of the North Amherst Congregational
Church, Amherst, Mass.
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wedding preparation, in contrast to time spent on the dynamics of
the couple, increases. This in fact was reported by several of
the Control Group couples whose scores showed very large positive
attitude shifts. Some of the Control Group couples appear to
have come to pmc with very modest expectations, had them amply
fulfilled (thus accounting for the high positive shift in their
scores)
,
but failed to receive the kind of pmc that would incline
them to enter into a self-disclosing relationship with the
minister. This would surely fail to increase their readiness to
use a third person at the point in their marriage where serious
problems are likely to emerge. The author's reading of the data
suggests that several of the Control Gf-oup couples were, despite
their positive response on the Post-Counseling Questionnaire,
provided with inadequate pmc both in quantity and in quality.
Che can reasonably assune that this inadequacy in the delivery of
pmc can be generalized to the vast majority of couples who get
married with benefit of clergy, and to all but a tiny minority of
those vho have civil ceremonies.
Returning to the large positive shift in actual time spent
by Group 3 (MEI), one may speculate in light of the positive
shift of Groups 1-3 that use of instrunent tends to prolong
the process of pmc. However, this speculation falls on the fact
that (through a statistical accident*) a disproportionate nunber
» According to the original clergy Q (Sabey, 1975) about 10% of
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of the Control Group clergy did in fact report using some kind of
instrunent. In any event, time spent cannot by itself be
considered a wholly positive factor unless it correlates with
satisfaction on the part of the users (clergy) and consigners
(couples). Judging by the unexpectedly high drop-out rate among
Group 3 clergy (See Appendix 6) and the generally low level of
satisfaction with the McDonald MEI reflected throughout the
reporting of data in this study, the meaningfulness of the high
positive shift for Group 3 is brought into question. Ihe value
^“SEE to clergy seems to be confirmed by the sizeable
increase in time actually spent by clergy using Co-SEE.
Accordingly, the hypothesis can be rejected.
Hypo thesis £
An attempt was made to measure the general satisfaction of
clergy reported use of any kind of questionnaire or card sort
other than the Sex Knowledge Inventory, Form X, (McHugh, 1968).
Three of the five clergy in Group 4 who completed the Q's and
whose couples completed both Pre- and Post- Q's reported that
they normally use a questionnaire either from the market or of
their own devising. This suggests a greater than average
commitment to pnc in the Control Group and a greater than average
level of creativity as well. Based on the 197^ Q (Sabey, 1975),
a larger sample would be expected to be about 90% "traditional"
in their approach to pmc. The information about "usual approach"
was not available until clergy filled out the Pre-Counseling Q.
Since clergy originally agreeing to participate in the study were
randomly assigned to Treatment Groups, there was no way to
control this unusual and improbable composition of the Control
Group. To some degree the Control Ci"oup loses its control value,
so that Group 3 may have served that purpose more meaningfully.
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the couples with the pmc they received in the various treatments.
This was included in the study on the ground that a methodology
offered for pmc would be used by clergy only if they found it
satisfying to use, and if couples responded with satisfaction.
The result of the anova for the clergy estimate of couples*
satisfaction (Table 11) fell short of statistical significance
and precluded further meaningful analysis. While this may be
another instance where the small sample obscured statistical
differences, in this instance the data are speculative at best.
Qergy are being asked to judge an attitude on the part of the
couples they are working with. The main value of a comparison
here would have been a test of the accuracy of clergy
self-evaluation; Do clergy tend to overestimate couples*
satisfaction with the pmc being offered by clergy? The present
study fails to provide a statistically significant answer to the
question, but in light of the unaccountable expressions of
satisfaction by the Conntrol Group couples cited in the
discussion of H3, the speculation was offered that couples come
with low expectations and are amply satisfied because they have
no basis for expecting more. Assuning that most clergy do not
gauge their services according to marketing strategies, the
satisfaction of the customers ought not lull clergy into
satisfaction with the quality of pmc they are providing. The
high social costs of separation and divorce documented in Chapter
II offer no ground for complacency.
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Qi the question of overall satisfaction with pmc, the
response of the couples (Table 14) shows the comparison of Groupl
(Co-SEE with workshop) and Group 3 (MEI) to be significant
(p<.01). Couples show a very strong preference for Co-SEE
compared with the McDonald MEI. The contrast between couples
treated by ministers using Co-SEE with workshop (Group 1) and
Co-SEE couples where clergy did not have the benefit of the
workshop (Group 2) approaches significance (p=.10). Although
this appears to offer strong support for introducing clergy to
Co-SEE experientially, the contrast may be exaggerated by the
understandable disaffection of Group 2 clergy (See Appendix 6).
The lack of difference between (jroup 1 and Group 4 couples may be
due to the factors already discussed under H3. Therefore, the
hypothesis can be rejected, at least in the comparison of Co-SEE
with the McDonald MEI.
Hypo thesis 5
A major cause of clergy dissatisfaction with and
discontinuation of pmc has been the feeling that couples about to
be married are not receptive to teaching from clergy on the
meaning of marriage. Traditional didactic pmc (which includes
not only the usual style of Protestant clergy but also the
Pre-Cana Conferences required by Catholic parishes) has seemed an
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exercise in futility to many clergy. As noted earlier in this
study, the excitement about marriage prediction instruments has
waned. At the same time, there was a consensus virtually
approaching unanimity across all groups that "Couples avoid
coming for help in their marriage until a real crisis has
developed, often too late to help" (Question 3^i see Appendix 4).
A fundamental premise in the development of Co-SEE has been that
a less didactic and more dynamically oriented process of pmc
would provide couples with the direct experience of working with
a third person on problem solving on the most intimate aspects of
their couple relationship, and that this would make them more
open to seeking third person help before the relationship
deteriorated beyond the point of retrieval in marriage
counseling. This author realized from the outset that an attempt
to measure an attitude toward a behavior one to seven years in
the future* could arrive at only the most tentative of findings.
Nevertheless, since the scope of this study precluded an extended
longitudinal study involving a large number of couples, the
attempt was made.
* Many authors (e.g., Clinebell and Clinebell, 1970; Sheehy,
1977) observed that the first two crisis points in a marriage
typically occur within the first year or two of adjustment and
again around the seventh year. More commonly it is at the second
crisis point that couples consider seeking the assistance of a
marriage counselor or clergy person. The decision to seek help
often becomes a protracted issue in itself, seriously delaying
the actual seeking of help.
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The clergy estimate of couples' openness to seeking future
help is obviously very far removed from the actual future
behavior. Although there were suggestive differences in the mean
scores, suggesting greater openness by the Co-SEE couples (Groups
1 and 2) than either of the other two treatments, the results of
the anova (Table 15; p=.256) fell too far short of statistical
significance to justify further analysis.
However, for couples the comparison of (Jroup 1 (Co-SEE with
workshop) and Group 3 (MEI) was significant (p<.01; Table 18).
The comparison of Ooups 1 and 2 also approached statistical
significance (p=.13). Within the already stated limitations,
there appears to be some support for rejecting this hypothesis.
This means that, at least in the comparison of Co-SEE with the
McDonald MEI, a primary goal of pmc is being attained: Couples
appear more open to seeking help from a third person in their
marriage before it reaches crisis levels of conflict.
Of further interest is an interplay between H2 and H5. This
can be described in terms of synergy or a multiplier effect.
Qergy who become more self-confident as premarital counselors
(because they have a workable and attractive method with which to
help couples and because they believe they have something
important to offer couples—the opportunity to work with a
skilled helper in pxjst-marital counseling) will be the very
clergy to whom H5 applies: Couples will be more likely to
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respect their competence and to feel comfortable with them and
seek them out. None of this is directly measurable within the
limits of this study, but the greater confidence of Group 1
clergy (H2) and the significant difference just noted between
Group 1 and Group 3 on H5 combine to make plausible the
conclusion that couples who receive pmc with Co-SEE are most
likely to avail themselves of third person assistance before
their marriage reaches a crisis. In those terms, the key goal of
this field test of Co-SEE appears to have been attained.
Preference for Method Sub sc ale
As already noted, data for Group cannot be meaningfully
compared with the other Q^oups because for clergy who have not
used one of the experimental treatments, preference for one of
those treatments must remain a purely hypothetical question. On
the other hand, for Groups 1, 2, and 3 this subscale represents a
direct response to actual field experience with a particular
method. Ch Q 27 (Appendixes 4 and 5), despite some sizeable
differences in means (See Table 19) which might be interpreted as
indicating a preference for Co-SEE, the anova fell short of
significance (Table 20). No further computation was done on Q 27
even though the difference in means between Groups 1 and 2 and
Group 3 would seem to suggest a difference between Co-SEE and the
MEI (Table 19).
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For Q 30 the anova was significant (p<.001) (Table 22) and a
Separate Variance Estimate was done (Table 23), showing a
significant preference for Co-SEE over the McDonald MEI (p<.005)
when Co-SEE was received through a workshop, and approaching a
significant level of preference when Co-SEE was received in the
mail (as was the McDonald) (p=.07). Similar results were found
for Q 32, with Cb—SEE by workshop significantly preferred over
the McDonald (p<.05) and Co-SEE by mail showing a suggestive
level of preference (p=.09; Table 26) over McDonald. Since the
McDonald MEI has been on the market since 1972 and has, on the
basis of this author's review of available instrunents (see
Chapter II, Sections 4 and 5), the appearance of being the
instrunent most likely to be useful to clergy in pmc, the
apparent preference for Co-SEE on this first field test can be
taken as an indication that Co-SEE might find wide acceptance
among clergy seeking a better methodology for pmc.
That many clergy are indeed seeking a better methodology
appears supported by the near-unanimity across all groups on Q
39 : ”l believe many clergy are dissatisfied with the quality of
their premarital counseling and would welcome the opportunity to
learn a better way." Nearly all clergy agreed or strongly agreed
on the Pre-Counseling Q, with little change on the
Post-Counseling Questionnaire except for a shift to more
"Strongly Agree" responses in Group 1. This shift appears to
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imply support for Co-SEE among Group 1 clergy. (The same
unanimity showed up on Q's filled out by a diverse group of
Hampshire County, Mass., United Church of Christ clergy, at a
mini-workshop on June 6, 1979, for both Questions 34 and 39; see
Appendixes 4 and 5). The evidence suggests an openness to
learning better methods for pmc on the part of clergy, especially
if they can see their investment of time and energy in pmc in the
perspective of earlier and less crisis-ridden marriage
counseling. Co-SEE appears to be an acceptable answer to that
need and may be widely acceptable to parish clergy, especially if
the mode of introduction is through workshops for clergy and
their spouses.
Significance of the Study
Based on the findings of this study, clergy ordinarily spend
only about two hours with a couple in pmc. A considerable part
of that time is often spent on wedding plans rather than the
couples' communication skills or the dynamics of the
relationship. Clergy are generally discouraged about their
effectiveness as premarital counselors. They spend much of their
pastoral counseling time doing marriage counseling but almost
unanimously agree that most couples wait too long before seeking
help. Clergy are also nearly unanimous that their fellow clergy
would welcome a better method for doing pmc. In this first field
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test, clergy appear to respond positively to Co-SEE. Their
response includes a willingness to spend a significantly larger
amount of time with couples in pmc, thereby enlarging the
opportunity for genuinely dynamic interaction with the couple.
This in turn makes the early seeking of help more likely, which
means that marriages v*iich are potentially viable have a greater
chance of escaping the damage that ensues on too long delay in
seeking counseling. (Couples typically spend several years in
conflict, a major added component of which is the question
v^ether the situation is "bad enough” to warrant outside
intervention
.)
All of this seems to warrant the conclusion that Co-SEE may
meet an important need in our society: the careful preparation
of couples for the responsibilities and challenges of marriage.
A major shift could be effected, in which clergy would begin to
spend more time doing thorough pmc; over time they could expect
to spend less counseling time attempting to repair already
hopelessly damaged marriages. Since only clergy have this unique
access to couples at the point of entering marriage, the
investment of more time and skill in pmc could become a major
intervention at the primary prevention level in the turbulent
state of marriage in American society.
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Conclusion
This exploratory study of the first field test of Co-SEE
suggests, within the limitations of a statistically unstable
sample, a willingness on the part of clergy to use Co-SEE and to
spend more time on pmc than they would ordinarily. Clergy also
appear to feel more confident of their ability as premarital
counselors using Co-SEE than they do using traditional methods.
Using a comparable but less demanding (self-administering)
instrument (the McDonald MEI), clergy showed less general
satisfaction than clergy using Co-SEE. Clergy using Co-SEE were
more optimistic in their estimate of couples seeking their help,
or the help of some other counselor, to solve problems in their
marriage before a minor impasse turned into a permanent
stalemate
.
Among couples who had received pmc from clergy trained to
use Co-SEE there was some evidence of enhanced communication and
significant evidence of greater general satisfaction than couples
v^o received pmc using the McDonald Marriage Expectation
Inventory. Similarly, the Co-SEE couples' attitude toward
seeking third person help early in their marriage, before a
serious crisis developed, was significantly more open than the
McDonald MEI couples. In summary, Co-SEE appears from this first
field test to provide the means for clergy to offer couples a
satisfying experience of pmc which opens them to the utilization
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of a third person in intimate, pre-crisis problem solving in the
critical early years of their marriage.
Limitations of This Study
The testing of the five hypotheses would have been more
definitive had the original sample not shrunk so seriously (see
Appendix 6). This not only caused the sample to become
statistically unstable, but also made it useless to try to apply
the level of experience of clergy as a differentiating variable
(see Appendix 7). Since the control of differences among the
couples (e.g., age, previous marriage, family background,
education, etc.) was impossible, a much larger sample would have
minimized the effect of some of the deviant scores which made the
Group 4 scores insignificant in comparison with Group 1 at
several points in the study.
Another major limitation is geographical and denominational.
Similar studies done in other parts of the country, with
different ethnic groups, and with clergy of more conservative
denominations might produce different results. Ihis would be
most likely among fundamentalist churches whose clergy continue
to enforce the traditional "institutional” model of marriage
rather than the "companionship" model (Burgess et al
. , 1939,
1963; Nease, 1973).
The fifth hypothesis, concerning help-seeking behavior, was
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inherently weak. Only a protracted longitudinal study can really
determine whether, in fact, couples receiving pmc with Co-SEE
will seek out needed help earlier than couples who received
traditional forms of pmc.
The study would have been strengthened had there been time
to research the Clergy and Couple Questionnaires at greater depth
for validity and reliability. This is a weakness of the study,
but it was accepted as the lesser of two evils, the greater being
to use instrunents that had been thoroughly standardized but did
not elicit the specific information being sought in this study.
The author's failure to keep faith with Ooup 2 on his
promise to provide a Manual to accompany Co-SEE clouds the
differences between Groups 1 and 2. This causes difficulty in
determining v^ether the apparently superior results obtained by
clergy vSio learned to use Co-SEE in a workshop are really
significantly better than the results obtained by clergy who
received Co-SEE without a workshop. That apparent outcome in
this first field test is far from conclusive.
Suggestions for Further Research
A longitudinal study of couples to determine not only
whether the hypothesized help-seeking behavior by Co-SEE couples
materializes but also to measure marital success by criteria such
as "happiness" or "satisfying communication" as well as by the
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simple criterion of levels of divorce or separation is the most
obvious next step. It is a costly one in time and expense, and
rendered difficult by the high mobility of couples. This makes
the task difficult for a parish clergyperson, and more difficult
for a campus minister, to maintain contact with couples after
they marry. But there is a likelihood that a large number of
clergy and couples would willingly collaborate in such a study.
As already noted, additional research into the composition
of the Clergy and Couple Questionnaires and the subscales on
vrtiich the hypotheses were tested would provide stronger support
than the present study to test the hypotheses. A larger sample
in future studies would eliminate the statistical distortion of
deviant scores; in particular, a larger Control Group would
minimize the effect of the unusual level of creativity that
appeared in Group 4 in the present study, thus providing more
useful comparisons with (S^oups 1 and 2 than in the present study.
A comparison of more clergy using Co-SEE after workshops with
those using it without workshops would also provide an
opportunity to determine how important the workshop is to
successful use of Co-SEE. While the workshop would probably be
advantageous to that majority of clergy vrtio have not had Clinical
Pastoral Education or other training in counseling or group
process, whether the workshop significantly influences the
effectiveness of the clergy using Co—SEE remains to be tested.
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Follow-up research currently under way includes an inquiry
into the persistence of use of Co-SEE and the McDonald MEI by
those vt\o began the study. An examination of the possibility
that some who were not willing to put up with the intrusiveness
of the Pre- and Post-Questionnaires but have continued to use the
method, while dropping out of the study, is of particular
interest
.
Another aspect of the research that has only been explored
in a very preliminary way is post-marital follow-up of pmc that
was done with Co-SEE. This author has worked with two couples in
recent years vrtio requested follow-up sessions at which the entire
Co-SEE process was repeated. The results were both interesting
and helpful to the couples. However, the amount of time expended
requires higher motivation than can ordinarily be expected of
most couples or clergy. Therefore, this author has developed a
preliminary model of a ”Co-SEE Continuation And Renewal Kit”
(Co-SEE CAR Kit) which picks up on the suggestions of Mace (1978,
1979) and Guldner (1971) for post-marital counseling and
enrichment. The approach of the Co-SEE CAR Kit is to structure
the asking of important questions by the couple by themselves.
This involves written response-forms, which then, at a pre-agreed
date, are shared with the minister or other available counselor.
This would build into the marriage a process of openness and
accountability to a third person and prevent long smoldering
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conflicts from building up into full marital conflagrations.
From many years of pmc and marriage counseling, the author
offers the observation that there are three kinds of marriages
(no speculation on percentages will be ventured). (1) At one
end of the spectrun are the couples who, regardless of the kind
(or absence) of pmc will survive as a couple. (2) At the
opposite end of the spectrun are the couples vrtio
,
regardless of
the amount of post-marital counseling and therapy, are better off
separated or divorced. Most of these couples probably would not
have been deterred from marrying even with thorough and skillful
pmc, although there is a high probability that they would not
have suffered an unsatisfactory relationship for as long if they
had had the experience of working with a third person in pmc.
This would have enabled them to involve a counselor earlier and
move toward separation, possibly even before children entered the
picture. (3) In the middle are couples who are generally well
matched but have not developed adequate relationship skills
during the period of their courtship and marriage and v^o
,
by the
time they seek help with their troubled relationship, have passed
the point of reconciliation. Many couples in this middle group
go through the pain of a separation or divorce which might have
been avoided had they received adequate pmc. Although there is
no specific support for this typology in the literature, the
author has shared it with a number of fellow clergy and has
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almost always found confirmation in their experience. A broadly
based study to determine the accuracy of this typology could
greatly strengthen the cause of thorough and adequate pmc for all
couples entering marriage.
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APPENDIX la
United Christian Foundation
Cottage B
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Mass. 01002
(Phone; 413-545-2661)
JWAC, 1976
Hello:
Thanks in advance for taking a few minutes to fill in the enclosed
Questionnaire. It is part of a research project which intends to be
useful to many clergy and couples like you in the future.
Be assured that the information is completely confidential. I will
never know who you are. Your minister will never know your answers.
I will not be able to attach your comments to your minister but only to
a style of premarital counseling used by a group of ministers.
Please, each of you, take a few minutes right now to fill in your
responses on the first part of the Questionnaire and to mark your answers
on the separate computer answer sheet. (Ignore the fill-in parts of that
sheet. Just blacken in the spaces for the questions.)
Work separately. Afterward you may want to compare your responses,
but please don't change any of your answers! If you feel strongly about
any item, or have questions, or want to change an answer, please make a
note of that at the end or on the back.
When finished, place both questionnaires and both answer sheets in
the stamped, addressed envelope, seal, and mail right away.
At your last session your minister will give you a similar
Questionnaire. The Code numbers at the upper right will enable me to
compare your "before" and "after" responses to your experience with a
particular style of premarital counseling without ever knowing who you
or your minister are.
If you have questions or concerns about this, please feel free to
share them with your minister, or contact me directly. (If you want to
discuss your particular questionnaire, be sure to copy down your Code
number.
)
I wish for you and your partner the blessing ofa relationship filled
with love and joy and growth.
Sincerely,
F. Peter Sabey, M.Div., Th.M.
Campus Minister and Doctoral Candidate in
Counseling and Human Relations
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APPENDIX 1b
PR’n-lARITAL COUr!S£LT.llG QUESTIONNAIB£ VQR CLF.RgV
*v.\jVI£ D"i.c:;ir.A'rio;.
ADDRESS PHONE*"’
'
HOU LARGE IS YOUR PARISH? (Church memberahlp plus others you serve)
APPROXIMATE SIZE OF THE COMMUNITY IN TOICH YOU SERVE
NUMBER OF WEDDINGS PER YEAR AT WHICH YOU OFFICIATE (Best guess or statistic)
BEST GUESS OR STATISTIC OH TOTAt. NUMBER OF WEDDINGS YOU HAVE OFFICIA.TED AT
ON THE AVERAGE, EACH COUPLE WAS SEEN FOR SESSIONS LASTING HOURS EACH.
THF. SINGLE MOST IMPORTAMT Ff'CtlS OF THOSE SESSIONS WAS *
OTHER MAJOR ISSUES DEALT WITH WERE
ARE THERE ISSUES YOU FEEL SHOULD HAVE BEEN REGULARLY DEALT WITH WHICH WERE NOT DEALT WITH?
^YES. NO. IF YES, PLEASE LIST THOSE WHICH COME TO MIITO:^
POSSIBLE REASONS \mY SOME ISSU:'S 'WERE NOT DEALT WITH (Check those that apply):
^TIME LIMITATIONS. RESISTANCE FROM THE COUPLE. FEELING OF AWKWARDNESS OR
LACK OF TRAINING ON TOUR PART. DESIRE NOT TO INTRUDE (Not part of your role as
clergyman to deal with that). PLEASE LIST .\NY OTHER POSSIBLE REASONS:
AS FAR AS YOU CAN TELL, WOULD YOU RATE THE SATISFACTION OF MOST COUPLES WITH YOUR
PREMARITAL COU.NSELING ^VERY SATISFIED? ^MODERATELY PLEASED? ^JUST TOLERANT?
UNHAPPY OR RESISTANT? ^NOT TAKING IT SERIOUSLY? ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS?
IN TERMS OF YOUR CR-7N PERSONAL SATISFACTION, 'WOULD YOU RATE PREMARITAL COUNSELING AS
VERY SATISF'^'IHC? ^A30VE AVERAGE AMONG PASTORAL DUTIES? AVERAGE?
BELOW AVERAGE? ^JUST TOLERABLE? STRONGLY DISLIKE? OTHER?
FURTHER COMMENTS?
IN TERMS OF USEFULNESS (effect on success of the marriage) WOULD YOU RATE PREMARITAL
COUNSELING AS ESSENTIAL? IMPORTANT? ^OCCASIONALLY HELPFUL?
^OF DOUBTFUL VALUE? ^GENERALLY USELESS? COUNTERPRODUCTIVE?
OTHER ?^
FURTHER COMMENTS ?^
WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING KINDS OF EXPERIENCES HELPED PREPARE YOU FOR YOUR ROLE AS A
PREMARITAL COUNSELOR? (Please CHECK all those that helped. CROSS OUT experiences you
have not had.) SEMINARY. ^CLINICAL PASTORAL TRAINING. PASTORAL COUNSELING
WORKSHOPS. HUMAN RELATIONS TRAINING OR LABS (E.g., N.T.L., N.E.T.I., etc.).
^OTHER KINDS OF COUNSELOR TRAINING. LEARNING FROM YOUR OWN MARRIAGE.
OTHERS
:
(Please UNDERLINE any of the above that have been especially significant for you.)
DO YOU USE ANY INSTRUMENTS? (e.g.. Sex Knowledge Inventory, questionnaires, card sorts, etc.)
YES. NC. IF YES, PLEASE LIST;
BOOKS, AUTHORS, OK TEACHERS WHO HiWE II.'FLUENCED YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF PRQIARITAL COUNSELING:
LIST ANY BOOKS YOU RECOMMEND TO COUPLES:
WOULD YOU BE INTERESTED IN: A. WEEKEND WORKSHOP? SUMMER WORKSHOP AT UMASS.?
PARTICULAR QUESTIONS OR PROBLEMS YOU WOULD WANT INCLUDED:
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN LEARNING Tl^ESULTS^OF ' YES. NO.
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APPENDIX 2
PREMARITAL COUNSELING METHODS SURVEY
Couples Pre-Counseling Form Today's Date Code
Sex: ^1e; ^Fenvale.
Please circle your ans\Ners to the following questions:
serried before? No; once; more than once; widowed; divorced.
Tour present age: Under 17 17 18 19 20 21-23 24-27 28-32 33-38 Over 38.
Highest level of education you have completed: Grade school; Junior High;
High school; Junior college; College; Masters; Doctorate;
Other
.
Parents' marriage generally: Very happy; happy; ups and downs;
unhappy; separated; divorced.
Your religious background as a couple: Protestant-Protestant: Catholic-
Catholic; Jewish-Jewish; Protestant-Catholic; Protestant-Jewish;
Catholic-Jewish; Both unaffiliated; Other
PLEASE INDICATE ON THE SEPARATE ANSWER SHEET WHETHER YOU STRONGLY AGREE (SA);
AGREE (A); ARE UNSURE, CAN'T DECIDE. OR DOES NOT APPLY (?); DISAGREE (D);
OR STRONGLY DISAGREE (SD); ON EACH OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:
SAMPLE: My partner and I expect to get married. SA A ? 0 SO
If you Strongly Agree (SA), you would blacken with a
soft pencil the space under the number 1 on the answer
sheet. If you Agree (A), blacken the space under the
number 2. If unsure or can't decide (?), blacken under
the 3. If you Disagree (D) blacken under the 4. If you
Strongly Disagree (SD), blacken under the 5.
1. I expect premarital counseling to be interesting.
1 2 3 4 5
SA A ? D SD
2. Talking with the minister will make no difference in
our relationship. SA A ? D SD
3. The main focus of premarital counseling is to prepare
us for the wedding service. SA A ? D SD
4. Premarital counseling will make us more sensitive to
each other. SA A ? D SD
5. Premarital counseling will provide us with new insight
into our relationship. SA A ? D SD
6 . Premarital counseling will help us learn to communicate
better and grow together. SA A ? D SD
7. We will want to talk with the minister again about our
relationship after we're married. SA A ? D SD
8. I know my partner completely. SA
A ? 0 SD
1 2 3 4 5
--more--
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COUPLES PRECOUNSELING FORM—
2
CODE
9. My partner knows me completely.
12 3-
SA A ? 1
\ 5
D SO
10. We are going through premarital counseling mainly
because our minister insists on it. SA A ? D SD
11. After premarital counseling our relationship will
be even better than it has been. SA A ? 0 SD
12. There are still some areas of our relationship I
want to explore more fully. SA A ? D SD
13. Every couple sometimes needs a third person to help
solve marital problems. SA A ? D SD
14. Occasionally I wonder if we are right for each other
and if we should get married. SA A ? D SD
15. Premarital counseling is just something we have to go
through before getting married. SA A ? D SD
16. We have a good relationship, some ups and downs. SA A ? D SD
17. Premarital counseling will be helpful to us. SA A ? D SD
18. I'm worried that after premarital counseling we may
feel differently about each other and not get married. SA A ? D SD
19. Our relationship is generally excellent. SA A ? D SD
20. There are some important issues in our relationship I
would like to explore more fully. SA A ? 0 SD
THE MINISTER SHOULO GIVE SPECIAL EMPHASIS TO;
21. —arrangements for the wedding service. SA A ? D SD
22. —religious teachings, including meaning of the
wedding service. SA A ? D SD
23. —my partner's and my doubts and questions. SA A ? D SD
24. --learning how to communicate well in marriage. SA A ? D SD
25.—evaluating quality of our relationship and whether
he should marry us. SA A ? D SD
26.—planning our future (jobs, children, where to live,
lifestyle, etc. ). SA A ?' D SD
27.—our sexual relationship. SA A ?' D SD
28.—clarifying our values about money, careers, use of
time, etc SA A ? D SD
1 2 3 4 5
--this series continues next page—
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COUPLES PRE-COUNSELING FORM—
3
29.
—problem areas we haven't worked out together.
30.
—learning to avoid pitfalls leading to divorce.
31.
--virtually nothing since premarital counseling is
really unnecessary for us.
32. I don't feel I know the minister very well.
33. I can trust and rely on our minister.
34. I don't especially like or agree with our minister.
CODE
1 2 3 4 5
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
PERSONAL QUALITIES I HOPE TO FIND IN OUR MINISTER :
35.
— inspiring, contagious religious faith.
36.
--informal
,
unpretentious, down-to-earth.
7
—quick to understand our feelings, warmly accepting
of us.
38.
—efficient, does not waste our time.
39.
—open to different ideas and opinions.
40.
— helps us be open in talking about our own relationship.
41.
—competent and well-informed; provides information,
books, resources.
42.
—sense of humor, not too serious.
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
43. I expect the minister to spend most of the time
explaining the wedding service. SA A ? D SD
44. I expect the minister to do most of the talking. SA A ? D SD
45. I like the idea of the minister using tests or
questionnaires to help us evaluate our relationship. SA A ? D SD
46. I expect the minister will help me discuss issues with
my partner. SA A ? D SD
47. I expect the minister will not permit anything other
than a traditional form of wedding service. SA A ? D SD
48. I'm worried about the minister judging us, maybe
disapproving of our relationship.
49. I'll be disappointed if the minister does not share
much of his religious faith and tradition.
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
1 2 3 4 5
-more--
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COUPLES PRE-COUNSELING FORM—
4
CODE
50. Talking about very personal matters with a minister 12 3 4 5
will make me uncomfortable. SA A ? D SD
51. Overall, premarital counseling should be a worthwhile
experi ence. SA A ? D SD
52. Sharing very personal matters with anyone but my
partner seems inappropriate and uncomfortable. SA A ? D SD
53. Talking with the minister will be a waste of time. SA A ? D SD
54. I don't feel confident that the minister has enough
training to find out if there are serious problems
in our relationship. SA A ? D SD
55. On the whole I'm a bit scared of premarital counseling. SA A ? D SD
56. I expect to talk about our relationship with this or
another minister after we're married. SA A ? D SD
57. Other than the wedding rehearsal, the total number of
hours I expect we'll spend talking with the minister is
(1) one hour; (2) two hours: (3) three hours;
(4) four hours; (5) five or more hours. 12 3 4 5
THANKS FOR HELPING OUT!
If you compare with your partner, please do not change any of
your answers. If you feel strongly about wanting to express a different
position, please use the space below to indicate that.
Also write down any additional comments you may want to make.
If you have any questions or worries arising out of this
questionnaire that you don't want to discuss with your minister,
please feel free to contact me at UCF, UMass., Amherst.
PLEASE RETURN BOTH COPIES OF THIS QUESTIONNAIRE AND BOTH ANSWER
SHEETS IN THE STAMPED, ADDRESSED ENVELOPE RIGHT AWAY.
F. Peter Sabey, M.Div., Th.M.
Campus Minister and Doctoral Candidate in
Counseling and Human Relations
APPENDIX 3
PREM/i.RITAL COUNSELING METHODS SURVEY
Couples Post-Counseling Form Today's Date Code
Sex: ^Male; ^Female.
PLEASE INDICATE ON THE SEPARATE ANSWER SHEET WHETHER YOU STRONGLY AGREE (SA);
AGREE (A); ARE UNSURE, CAN'T DECIDE, OR DOES NOT APPLY (?); DISAGREE (D);
OR STRONGLY DISAGREE (SD); ON EACH OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:
(remember to use soft pencil)
1 2 3 4 5
1. I found premarital counseling to be interesting. SA A ? D SD
2. Talking with the minister made no difference in our
relationship. SA A ? D SD
3. The main focus of premarital counseling was to prepare
us for the wedding service. SA A ? D SD
4. Premarital counseling has made us more sensitive to
each other. SA A ? D SD
5. Premarital counseling provided us with insight into our
relationship. SA A ? D SD
6. Premarital counseling helped us learn to communicate
better and grow together. SA A ? D SD
7. We will want to talk with the minister again about
our relationship after we are married. SA A ? D SD
8. I know my partner completely. SA A ? D SD
9. My partner knows me completely. SA A ? D SD
10. We went though premarital counseling mainly because
our minister insisted on it. SA A ? D SD
11. Since premarital counseling our relationship is
even better than it has been. SA A ? D SD
12. There are still some areas of our relationship I want
to explore more fully. SA A ? D SD
13. Every couple sometimes needs a third person to help
solve marital problems. SA A ? D SD
14. Occasionally I wonder if we are right for each other
and should get married. SA A ? D SD
15. Premarital counseling is just something we had to go
through before getting married. SA A ? D SD
16. We have a good relationship, some ups and downs. SA A ? D SD
17. Premarital counseling was helpful to us. SA A ? D
SD
1 2 3 4 5
—more
—
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COUPLES POST-COUNSELING FORM-2 CODE
18. Since premarital counseling we feel differently about ^ ^ ^
each other and worry about whether we will get married. SA A ?
19. Our relationship is generally excellent. SA A ?
20. There are some important issues in our relationship I
would like to explore more fully. SA A ?
THE MINISTER GAVE SPECIAL EMPHASIS TO :
21.
—arrangements for the wedding service.
22.
— religious teachings, including meaning of the
wedding service.
23.
—my partner's and my doubts and questions.
24.
—learning how to communicate well in marriage.
25.
--evaluating quality of our relationship and whether
he should marry us.
26.
—planning our future (jobs, children, where to live,
lifestyle, etc.).
27.
—our sexual relationship.
28.
—clarifying our values about money, careers, use of
time, etc.
29.
--problem areas we haven't worked out together.
30.
—learning to avoid pitfalls leading to divorce.
31.
—virtually nothing since premarital counseling was
really unnecessary for us.
32. I don't feel I know the minister very well.
33. I can trust and rely on our minister.
34. I don't especially like or agree with our minister.
PERSONAL QUALITIES I FOUND IN OUR MINISTER :
35.
— inspiring, contagious religious faith.
36.
--informal
,
unpretentious, down-to-earth.
37.
--quick to understand our feelings, warmly accepting
of us.
38.
--efficient, did not waste our time.
39.
--open to different ideas and opinions.
--more—
SA A ?
SA A ?
SA A ?
SA A ?
SA A ?
SA A ?
SA A ?
SA A !
SA A 1
SA A
SA A
SA A
SA A
SA A
SA A
SA A
SA A
SA A
SA A
1 2
4 5
D SO
D SO
0 SO
0 SO
0 SO
0 SO
D SO
0 SO
D SO
D SO
D SO
D SO
D SO
’ 0 SO
' D SO
’ D SO
’ 0 SO
? D SO
? 0 SO
? 0 SO
? D SO
? 0 SD
3 4 5
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COUPLES POST-COUNSELING FORM-3 CODE
1 2~3 4 5
40. helped us be open in talking about our own relationship. SA A ? D SO
41.
—competent and well-informed; provided information,
books, resources. SA A ? 0 SD
42.—sense of humor, not too serious. SA A ? D SD
43. The minister spent most of the time explaining the
wedding service. SA A ? D SD
44. -The minister did most of the talking. SA A ? D SD
45. I like the idea of the minister using tests or
questionnaires to help us evaluate our relationship. SA A ? D SD
46. The minister helped me discuss issues with my partner. SA A ? D SD
47. The minister did not permit anything other than a
traditional form of wedding service. SA A ? D SD
48. My worry about the minister judging us and maybe
disapproving of our relationship came true. SA A ? D SD
49. I was disappointed that the minister did not share
much of his religious faith and tradition. SA A ? D SD
50. Talking about very personal matters with a minister
made me uncomfortable. SA A ? D SD
51. Overall, premarital counseling was a worthwhile
experience. SA A ? D SD
52. Sharing very personal matters with anyone but my
partner seems inappropriate and uncomfortable. SA A ? 0 SD
53. Talking with the minister was a waste of time. SA A ? D SD
54. I didn't feel confident that the minister had enough
training to find out if there are serious problems in
our relationship. SA A ? D SD
55. On the whole I found premarital counseling scary. SA A ? D SD
56. I expect to talk about our relationship with this or
another minister after we're married. SA A ? D SD
57. Other than the wedding rehearsal, the total number of
hours we spent talking with the minister was
(1) one hour; (2) two hours; (3) three hours;
(4) four hours; U) five or more hours. 1 2 3 4 5
AGAIN THANKS FOR HELPING OUT! Indicate any answers you want to change or
any strong feelings or questions on the reverse of this page. Feel free
to contact me at UCF, UMass., Amherst.
PLEASE RETURN BOTH COPIES OF THIS QUESTIONNAIRE AND BOTH ANSWER SHEETS
IN THE STAMPED, SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE RIGHT AWAY.
F. Peter Sabey, M.Div., Th.M.
Campus Minister and Doctoral Candidate in
Counseling and Human Relations
APPENDIX 4
PREMARITAL COUNSELING METHODS SURVEY
CLERGY PRECOUNSELING FORM TODAY'S DATE CODE
AGE: SEX: DENOMINATION:
NUMBER OF MEMBERS OF YOUR CHURCH
. SIZE OF COMMUNITY
NUMBER OF YEARS YOU HAVE BEEN IN THE ORDAINED MINISTRY
TOTAL NUMBER OF WEDDINGS YOU HAVE PERFORMED: 1-20 21-150 151-600+ (circle)
PLACE A CHECK MARK BY YOUR CUSTOMARY METHOD OF PREMARITAL COUNSELING:
Unstructured pastoral interview(s)
Structure around wedding service
Structure around Sex Knowledge Inventory
Have couples use a workbook (Which? )
Use a card-sort (Which? )
Use a questionnaire or prediction test (Which? )
Other:
ON THE SEPARATE ANSWER FORM, PLEASE INDICATE WHETHER YOU STRONGLY AGREE (SA),
AGREE (A), ARE UNSURE OR CAN'T DECIDE OR DOESN'T APPLY (?), DISAGREE (D),
OR STRONGLY DISAGREE (SD) ON EACH OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS (use a soft
pencil; note that blackening the #1 space= SA, #2*A etc.):
Time spent on premarital counseling is of doubtful
value or usefulness.
1 2 3 4 5
SA A ? D SD
I find premartial counseling very satisfying and above
average among my pastoral duties. SA A ? D SD
I feel confident of my abilities and training for
premarital counseling. SA A ? D SD
Couples usually seem pleased and satisfied with the
premarital couseling that I offer. SA A ? D SD
1 refuse to officiate at weddings of couples who
refuse premarital counseling. SA A ? D SD
My premarital counseling would be more effective if I had
a better method for doing it. SA A ? D SD
Couples who are mature and sophisticated do not need
premarital counseling. SA A ? D SD
Most couples are too starry-eyed to benefit from
premarital counseling. SA A ? D SD
I spend a large amount of my counseling time doing
marriage counseling. SA A ? D SD
—more
—
1 2 3 4 5
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CLERGY PRECOUNSELING FORM—
2
10. Better premarital counseling might reduce the 123
amount of time spent on marriage counseling. SA A ?
11. Better premarital counseling would make marriage counseling
more effective. SA A ?
12. Only a religious awakening can save American marriage
from further deterioration. SA A ?
PREMARITAL COUNSELING SHOULD ESPECIALLY EMPHASIZE :
13.
” the couple's economic or financial arrangements.
4
— religious responsibilities of the new family.
15.
—suitability of the couple's relationship.
16.
— sex attitudes and information.
17.
—where the couple will live, kind of houseing.
18.
— the meaning of the wedding service.
19.
— the religious background of the couple.
20.
— interpersonal relations and conmuni cation of the partners.
21.
— in-law relationships.
22.
—planned parenthood or family planning and size.
23.
--questions of divorce and remarriage.
24.
—family backgrounds of the couple.
SA A ?
SA A ?
SA A ?
SA A ?
SA A ?
SA A ?
SA A ?
SA A i
SA A
SA A
SA A
SA A
25. With most couples I manage to deal with all the issues
that seem important. SA A
26. Lack of time is the main factor why some important
issues don't get explored. SA A
27. Use of a structured test, questionnaire or similar
counseling tool would improve my premarital counseling. SA A
28. Sometimes I feel awkward or ill-prepared to deal adequately
with a couple's questions or resistance. SA A
29. Many couples seem to be humoring me or going through the
motions; they are just using the church. SA A
30. Use of a questionnaire or similar counseling tool
would disrupt my premarital counseling style. SA A
31.
Couples I've counseled before marriage seem likely to come
back later for help with their marriage if they are still
in the vicinity.
4 5
D SO
D SO
0 SO
0 SO
0 SO
0 SO
0 SO
0 SO
' 0 SO
' 0 SO
' 0 SO
> 0 so
? 0 so
? 0 so
? 0 so
? 0 so
? 0 so
? 0 so
? 0 so
? 0 so
? 0 so
—more--
SA A ? 0 SO
1 2 3 4 5
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CLERGY PRECOUNSELING FORM—
3
CODE
32. Using a questionnaire or similar tool would be a less
efficient use of time than my present method.
33. Even before premarital counseling most couples already
have a well developed system of corinunication.
34. Couples avoid coming for help in their marriage until
a real crisis has developed, often too late to help.
35. Before premarital counseling, most couples I see have
already come to know each other fully.
36. Many couples I marry are never heard from again even if
they are still in the vicinity.
37. At the end of premarital counseling most couples
know each other well enough to marry wisely.
1 2 3 4 5
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SO
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
38. ff I used a structured questionnaire or similar premarital
counseling tool, couples would be more likely to seek my
help in their marriage before a crisis develops. SA A ? D SD
39. I believe many clergy are dissatisfied with the quality
of their premarital counseling and would welcome the
opportunity to learn a better way. SA A ? 0 SD
40. My usual number of sessions of premarital counseling with
a couple is (l)one, (2)two, (3)three, (4)four,
(5) five or more. 12345
41.
The usual or average length of each session is
(l)^hour, (2)3/4 hour, (3)one hour, ( 4)115 hour,
(5)2 or more hours. 12345
THANK YOU FOR FILLING THIS OUT AND FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS STUDY!
PLEASE MAIL IMMEDIATELY IN THE STAMPED, ADDRESSED ENVELOPE.
Now feel free to look at the rest of the enclosed materials,
telling you which of the four groups you have been randomly assigned to.
It will be important that you give each couple you work with
their Precounseling Form before beginning to counsel with them, and that
at the conclusion you give them the Post-counseling Form with the
same Code. It will also be important that you fill out a Clergy
Post-Counseling Form with the same Code. There will be no other way
to match up responses. (If you want to consult me about anything specific
on this Questionnaire, be sure to note your Code number, since I cannot
otherwise identify your form.)
If you have any questions or conments, please note them here.
Feel free to consult me at any time at UCF, UMass., Amherst(413-545-2661)
.
F. Peter Sabey, M.Div., Th.M.
Campus Minister and Doctoral Candidate in
Counseling and Human Relations
APPENDIX 5
PREMARITAL COUNSELING METHODS SURVEY
CLERGY POST-COUNSELING FORM TODAY'S DATE; CODE
(The Code on this form should match the Code of the Couple's Post Counseling
Form. ) ^
PENCIL ON THE SEPARATE ANSWER SHEET (Where 1=SA, 2=A, 3=? etc.)
STRONGLY AGREE (SA), AGREE (A), ARE UNSURE OR CAN'T
DECIDE OR DOESN T APPLY (?), DISAGREE (D) OR STRONGLY DISAGREE (SD):
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
10 .
11 .
Time spent on premarital counseling is of doubtful
value or usefulness.
I find premarital counseling very satisfying and above
average among my pastoral duties.
I feel confident of my abilities and training for
premarital counseling.
This couple seemed pleased and satisfied with the
premarital counseling I offered them.
1 refuse to officiate at weddings of couples who
refuse premarital counseling.
1 2 3 4 5
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
My premarital counseling with this couple would have been
more effective if I had had a better method for doing it. SA A ? D SD
This couple was mature and sophisticated, and did not
need premarital counseling.
This couple was too starry-eyed to benefit from
premarital counseling.
I spend a large amount of my counseling time doing
marriage counseling.
Better premarital counseling might reduce the amount
of time spent on marriage counseling.
Better premarital counseling would make marriage
counseling more effective.
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
12.
Only a religious awakening can save American marriage from
further deterioration. SA A ? D SD
WITH THIS COUPLE MY PREMARITAL COUNSELING ESPECIALLY EMPHASIZED:
13.
"the Couples's economic or financial arrangements. SA A ? D SD
14.
--rel igious responsibilities of the new family. SA A ? D SD
15.
— suitability of the couple's relationship. SA A ? D SD
1 2 3 4 5
(This series continued on next page)
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CLERGY POST-COUNSELING FORM—
2
16.
—sex attitudes and information.
17.
—where the couple will live, kind of housing.
18.
— the meaning of the wedding service.
19.
— the religious background of the couple.
20.
— interpersonal relations and communication of the partners.
21.
— in-law relationships.
22.
—planned parenthood or family planning and size.
23.
—questions of divorce and remarriage.
24.
--family backgrounds of the couple.
CODE
1 ZT'f 5
SA A ? 0 SD
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? 0 SD
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
SA A ? D SD
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
With this couple I managed to deal with all the issues
that seem important. SA A ? D SD
Lack of time was the main factor why some important issues
didn't get fully explored. SA A ? D SD
Use of a structured test or questionnaire would/did
improve my premarital counseling with this couple. SA A ? D SD
Sometimes I felt awkward or ill -prepared to deal adequately
with this couple's questions or resistance. SA A ? D SD
This couple seemed to be humoring me or going through
the motions; they were just using the church. SA A ? D SD
Use of a questionnaire or similar counseling tool
would/did disrupt my premarital counseling style. SA A ? D SD
This couple seems likely to come back later for help with
their marriage if they are still in the vicinity. SA A ? D SD
Using a questionnaire or similar tool would have been/was
a less efficient use of time than my usual method. SA A ? D SD
Even before premarital counseling, this couple already
had a well developed system of communication. SA A ? D SD
Couples avoid coming for help in their marriage until a
real crisis has developed, often too late to help. SA A ? D SD
Before premarital counseling this couple had already come
to know each other fully. SA A ? D SD
This couple, after I marry them, will probably never be
heard from again, even if they are still in the vicinity. SA A ? D SD
At the end of premarital counseling this couple know
each other well enough to marry wisely. SA A ? D SD
1 2 3 4 5
--more--
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38. If/since I used a structured questionnaire or similar 12345
premarital counseling tool, this couple is more likely
to seek my help in their marriage before a crisis
develops. SA A ? 0 SD
39. I believe many clergy are dissatisfied with the quality of
their premarital counseling and would welcome the
opportunity to learn a better way. SA A ? 0 SD
40.
The number of sessions of premarital counseling with
this couple was (1) one, (2) two, (3) three, (4)four
(5) five or more. 12345
41.
The usual or average length of each session with this
couple was (1) H hour, (2) 3/4 hour, (3) one hour,
(4) m hours, (5) 2 or more hours. 12345
THANK YOU FOR FILLING THIS OUT! PLEASE MAIL IMMEDIATELY IN THE STAMPED,
ADDRESSED ENVELOPE, BOTH THIS QUESTIONNAIRE AND THE ANSWER SHEET.
If you have any questions or comments, please note them here.
Feel free to consult with me at any time at UCF, UMASS., Amherst
(413-545-2661).
F. Peter Sabey, M.Div., Th.M.
Campus Minister and Doctoral Candidate in
Counseling and Human Relations
appendix 6
SHRINKAGE OF THE SAMPLE
Oiginally the sample was designed for four Treatment Groups
of 10 clergy, each counseling 4 couples, for a total of 40 clergy
counseling 160 couples. The final tally was as follows:
Group 1 shrank from 10 to 6.
Group 2 shrank from 10 to 4.
Group 3 shrank from 10 to 3.
Group 4 shrank from 10 to 5.
The degree of shrinkage far exceeded the author's
expectation of a loss of two or three clergy per cell, and a
minimum of 2 or 3 couples counseled by each minister. A minimum
of 7 clergy per cell counseling a minimum of 2 couples translates
into a sample size of no fewer than 28 clergy counseling no fewer
than 56 couples. That the final figure was 18 clergy counseling
36 couples clearly needs some explanation.
Group 1 immediately reached its predicted minimum when
three of the ministers who had agreed to attend workshops were
prevented at the last moment by parish emergencies (funerals).
An additional loss occurred because one clergy couple in Group 1
exhibited severe marital stress during the workshop, and
subsequent correspondence indicated that the minister was having
difficulty applying Co-SEE. The first two Couple Post-Counseling
Questionnaires for this minister reflected this difficulty in the
negative comments that were appended by the couples. In this
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author's judgment this clergyperson could legitimately be
eliminated from the sample as not validly reQecting the normal
experience of clergy using Co-SEE.
The unexpectedly large shrinkage in Group 2 (Co-SEE without
workshop) almost certainly reflects the author's failure to keep
faith with this Theatment Group on the provision of a Manual to
accompany Co-SEE. Although the minimal instructions at the top
of Co-SEE are adequate for administration and interpretation with
a couple, the fact that the Manual was promised caused some
understandable disaffection among (i“oup 2 clergy. This failure
on the author's part was due to the pressures of maintaining the
viability of a badly under-funded campus ministry. The effect,
however, was to distort the difference between Groups 1 and 2 and
to leave in doubt how important the workshop is to the successful
use of Co-SEE.
This author's judgement that the McDonald MEI would be
favored by many clergy proved seriously mistaken if one can judge
by the general dislike for it expressed by both clergy and
couples. This can be inferred from the large drop-out rate, and
expecially from the return of one of the packets by the only
woman clergyperson in the final sample. This was the only
instance of a packet being returned after use with only one
couple, with an accompanying note indicating the clergyperson'
s
dissatisfaction with the method.
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The shrinkage of Group 4 cannot be specifically pinpointed.
The causes may be found in the following factors, which to some
extent also influenced the first 3 Treatment Groups. One of
these factors has to do with the greater than anticipated
intrusiveness of filling out the questionnaires. The author
realized this most vividly when he found himself reluctant to
take the time to have couples fill out the Pre- and
Post—Counseling Questionnaires because of the amount of time
involved. Obviously someone less committed to the outcome of the
study might feel this reluctance even more strongly.
Another totally unanticipated factor was the forced move
of the campus ministry after the envelopes in the packets had
already been mailed out pr e-addressed . It appears that the
carelessness with which mail is handled once it reaches the LMass
campus may have resulted in the loss of a few Post-Counseling
forms for couples that had sent in their Pre-Counseling forms.
While this is speculative, the failure of some Pre-Counseling
forms to arrive, when the couple subsequently mailed in their
Post-Counseling form, forces the conclusion that the
Pre-Counseling form was lost in transit, since the design of the
packets virtually assured that no one would send in the
Post-Counseling Questionnaire if they had not first done the
Pre-Counseling Q. In several instances the same unlikely
sequence forced the elimination of a clergyperson and any couples
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counseled by him. Once a clergyperson or couple had filled out
the Post-Counseling Q there was no valid way to have them go back
and re-do the Pre-Counseling Q. This necessitated the
elimination of two ministers and at least a dozen couples. The
resulting shrinkage of the sample created statistical instability
at a number of points, leading to a major weakness of the study.
APPENDIX 7
LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE OF CLERGY
The Clergy Pre-Counseling Questionnaires asked clergy to
list their age, the number of years they had been ordained, and
to indicate their level of experience with pmc by estimating the
nimber of weddings they had performed. A range of 1-19=1; a
range of 20-150=2; and a range of 150-600 or more=3« These data
are shown in Table27.
Table 27
Level of Experience of Clergy
Group Youngest Oldest Avg.
Age
Av g . Yr s
.
Ordained
Experience
Level
Group 1 29 63 43 18 2.4
Group 2 35 58 49 21 2.6
Group 3 30 55 42 1
1
2.0
Group 4 30 50 38 1 1.8
If one takes into account all the factors of age, years of
ordination, and level of experience measured by the nunber of
weddings performed over the length of the minister's career.
Group 2 is clearly the most experienced group overall.
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Especially notable is the much higher average age of this group.
Because the sample shrank so seriously (see Appendix 6), the
statistical accidents that differentiate the different TreaUnent
Groups may take on greater significance than they otherwise might
have. It is this author’s speculation that the greater age and
experience of the Group 2 clergy, coupled with their justifiable
dissatisfaction with the broken promise of a Manual to be
provided, combines to make the apparent differences in the study
between Co=SEE with workshop (Group 1) and (b-SEE without
workshop (Group 2) of questionable signficance. The essentiality
of the workshop to successful use of (b-SEE and satisfaction with
it remains to be determined.
APPENDIX 8
cq-sff
COUPLES' SELF-AWARENESS EXPLORATION & EVALUATION
(Developed by F. Peter Sabey, M.Div., Th.M.
,
Ed.O. (cand.) as a
structured interview process for premarital and marriage counseling.)
The following sentence-completion stems are given orally to a
couple after a very brief preliminary conversation in which they are
assured that this is not a test, has no hidden norms or scores or
right answers. It is designed solely to facilitate efficiency and
thoroughness in helping the couple get a lot of their own data out
in the open— for their own, rather than the counselor/clergyperson's,
evaluation.
Each partner is given large blank sheet of paper or pad, a ball pen
preferable to pencil, but not mandatory, and seated at least a little
apart from each other but so that person administering items can easily
see both. There is no time limit, but the couple are instructed to
respond quickly and spontaneously and even light-heartedly, since the
written responses are merely the stimulus to more thorough exploration
and conversation. In premarital counseling time for administration is
usually 20 to 30 minutes. In marriage counseling a little more time
may be needed because there is more data.
It is recontnended that person giving couple the stems keep an
Affect Log, a running record of body language, long hesitations,
flushing, muttered comments, etc. for each item. This record may
prove valuable in getting behind non-committal responses.
There is no scoring. Inriediately after completion of the items,
the conversation begins. It is wise to begin the discussion with
Item 24 and then go through the rest in order.
1. Something I've always wanted to do but didn't get around to...
2. Something I've always wanted to do, but really don't expect ever to do..
3. Something I really like or admire about him/her...
("You can list more than one thing if you wish, but don't try to
make a complete catalog!")
4. Something I really like or admire about myself...
("In other words, one or two things you consider a personal strength
of your own."
5. Something I really wish he/she might change or do differently...
6. Something about him/her that bugs me but that I expect I'll have to
1 i ve with. . .
.
7. My (future) mother-in-law...
("Give a brief descriptive sentence and something of how you feel
about her.")
8. My (future) father-in-law
(Same instruction as previous question.)
9. If I had enough money, I would...
—more
—
Copyright
All rights
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10. A real man is...
11. A real woman is...
12. Religion, for me, ....
(If being administered by clergy: "Try not to give
a answer that you think I would like to hear, but a
statement of how you feel right now.")
13. I get, or feel, really angry....
14. I think everybody should...
15. Iumy life, sex is...
16 . I try to avoid....
17. When I think about the future....
18. One of the worst moments of my life....
19. One of the nicest things anybody ever did for me...
20. One of my real heroes is, or has been....
("That is, a person you admi re . . . need not know personally)
21. Other than the decision to marry (live with)
(saying name of each partner) one of the biggest decisions
of my life has been . .
.
22. When I imagine myself ten years from now....
(This question appears to be a repetition of number 17,
and can be omitted to save time. It does, however,
usually elicit more concrete answers centered on
self-image. )
23. My feeling about becoming (being) the parent of
chi 1 dren is...
24. To be perfectly honest, responding to this set of
questions has been making me feel....
25. (Usually preceded by comment, "This item is different
from the others. You could write a whole book, but
I'm only going to give you a couple minutes. Let
yourself go, don't try to make a polished essay...")
How do you know that you are you?
(Two minutes is usually enough. Amount of time might
be determined by whether responses have seemed very
brief and by how much the couple seem to be getting into
responding. Less articulate couples may not be able to
use the whole two minutes, but that is unusual.)
The ideal setting for processing the responses is a table
at which the c 1 ergy /counsel or can sit between the partners
with both of their responses on the table side by side.
Where that is physically impossible, it is best to try to
sit between the couple and hold both sets of res^^onses
so they can co-see them. Remember that you are^judging the
responses but drawing out their responses to each other.

